


“THE FIFTH TRUMPET IS SOUNDING”

PART 1

Praise the Lord People of GOD! We have just concluded the beast from the Sea series;

now we are about to deal with the fifth trumpet; the trumpet is about to SOUND; and this

trumpet shall blow into your ears; the message of the fifth trumpet will be PREACHED; the

sermon on the fifth trumpet must be DECLARED into the earth; GOD is blowing the trumpets;

HIS heavenly angels are blowing the trumpets; and HIS MESSENGERS on the earth are blowing

the trumpets also; I hear the trumpets blowing in these last days; and it is time for them TO

BLOW IN JESUS NAME!!! Let us take a look at REVELATION 9:1-12:

[1]. ‘And the FIFTH angel Sounded, and I saw a star FALL from heaven unto the earth:

and to him was given the key of the bottomless pit.’

The fifth angel or messenger of GOD sounded the trumpet of GOD; and a star fell from

the heavenly realm unto the earth; obviously, this star that fell was a demonic spirit; and this

demon had the key or authority to open the bottomless pit; this star fell down to the earth to

open the gate to the Pit; the bottomless pit is located in the BERMUDA TRIANGLE; this pit was

opened when the fifth trumpet sounded; this fifth is the number 5; this number five means

GRACE, FAVOR, and DIVINE DELEGATED INFLUENCE of GOD upon people lives; this pit was

opened during the time of the TRIBULATION of GRACE; this pit was opened during the time

and testing of the People of GOD that walk in the Favor of GOD; this pit was opened during

the time when the saints of GOD will have to endure pressure or Tribulation; this star is not

from the 3rd Heaven Realm, but this Fallen star is from the Outer Court Realm; this star is a

fallen angel; this message of the fifth trumpet must be Sounded; the Shofar of GOD is blowing

right now; the Tribulation of Grace will occur during 2013-2016; to those of you that are filled

with the Spirit of GOD will be tested GREATLY during this time frame; this is the time when

those of you that operate under the INSPIRATION of GOD will be under GREAT PRESSURE; get

yourselves prepared today; to those of you that have the REVELATION OF JESUS CHRIST will

go through much trying and testing during those coming years; Stay girded in THE WORD OF

GOD!!! This fallen star is evil; he is happy to see the bottomless pit opened; usually Michael

the archangel is the one who take the dead demons and cast them into the bottomless pit;

but this star works for Satan; this word bottomless is mentioned only 7 times in the Word of

God.



This word bottomless is the word [ABUSSOS]; this place is called the abyss; the abyss is

a depthless, deep pit; this is the place where demons are residing there; there is no accurate

measurement to this abyss; but the 5th beast from the sea will be revealed in this teaching;

and this word PIT is the Greek word [PHREAR]; this word means a hole in the ground; but this

depthless hole holds quite a few demons; this abyss is a Prison; these demons have not been

released as of yet, but they will be released pretty soon; these demons that are in this abyss

are the demons that were here during the time of GENESIS CHAPTER 6; this chapter is not

about China, tanks, and helicopters; but this chapter is about demonic spirits; let us move on

to verse 2:

[2]. ‘And he opened the Bottomless Pit; and there arose a SMOKE out of the pit, as the

SMOKE of a GREAT FURNACE;’ [part of verse]:

When this fallen star is released, he will open the abyss; it is not time for the abyss to

be opened yet, but it will be opened; this smoke is designed to cloud your vision, so that you

cannot see Christ; this smoke is designed to clog up your ears; so that you cannot hear Christ;

this smoke is blown up your nose to stop your spirit of discernment; this smoke is designed to

cloud up your mind, conscience, and understanding; this smoke is designed to make you blind

from the THINGS of GOD; this smoke is designed to make you INCOMPLETE in GOD; Proverbs

10:26 says, ‘As vinegar to the teeth, and as SMOKE to the eyes, so is the SLUGGARD to them

that send him; this smoke from the abyss is to make you visionless and SLUGGISH toward

Prayer, and THE WORD OF GOD; Psalms 102:3 says; ‘For my days are consumed like SMOKE,

and my bones are burned as an hearth; this smoke from this pit is designed to Consume you

and Destroy you; Exodus 19:18 says; ‘And mount Sinai was altogether on a SMOKE, because

the LORD descended upon it in fire: and the SMOKE thereof ascended as the SMOKE of a

furnace, and the whole mount quaked greatly; this smoke from the abyss is designed to make

you think that they are the spiritual mount Sinai; these demons in this pit wants you to think

that they are THE WORD OF GOD ascending and descending upon the earth; but this smoke is

all about deceiving the saints of GOD; don’t be fooled and duped by this demonic SMOKE!!! I

sure hope that you can see that Exodus 19:8 is synonymous with Revelation 9:2; the smoke

from the abyss wants you to think that this is the POWER of THE HOLY SPIRIT; but we, the

Church are come to MOUNT SION, and unto the CITY of the LIVING GOD, the HEAVENLY

JERUSALEM, and to an Innumerable company of angels; to the GENERAL ASSEMBLY and

CHURCH OF THE FIRSTBORN, which are WRITTEN in HEAVEN, and to GOD the JUDGE of ALL,

and to the spirits of JUST MEN made PERECT.’ This is the Mount that we must pay attention

to; our membership is not with the abyss, but we are the family of THE CHURCH OF THE

FIRSTBORN; on the next teaching, we will continue with verse 2; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE

KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.



PART 2

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that you are enjoying these teachings; the

TRUMPET OF GOD IS BLOWING LOUD IN OUR EARS; do not stop up your ears from hearing the

TRUTH of FATHERS WORD!  Allow HIS WORD to PENETRATE your Forehead; don’t become

hard-headed, but allow FATHERS SPIRIT to melt your STONY HEART; do it today; ask THE LORD

to SAVE YOU and CHANGE your life today; FATHER will CHANGE your life! LET HIM!!! I want to

get right into this teaching; this abyss has SMOKE arising from it; when I think of smoke, I

think of tobacco products; people that practice witchcraft real heavy, use cigarettes and other

tobacco products to cast spells on other people; in the abyss, it is FILLED with SMOKE; these

demons in this pit are FULL OF WITCHCRAFT!! They use great witchcraft to destroy and

deceive people; python, the demonic spirit of Divination, is greatly influenced by the demons

in the abyss; they work together; the abyss wants to cloud us with divination, soothsaying,

and witchcraft. If you are saying that you are Saved and Sanctified, and you are into

witchcraft; you are greatly influenced by python and the abyss; the smoke in the abyss is

trying to make you think that this is the Glory Cloud; but this is not the case; the smoke of

deception will BLIND your EYES; don’t allow this blindness to happen to you; keep looking and

looking unto JESUS CHRIST; the AUTHOR and FINISHER of OUR FAITH!

The furnace of the abyss is designed to set you on fire with a false word; this furnace is

designed to consume the saints and the sinners; this furnace will produce pseudo-light;

GENESIS 19:28 SAYS; ‘And he looked toward SODOM and GOMORRAH, and toward all the land

of the plain, and beheld, and, lo, the smoke of the country went up as the SMOKE of A

FURNACE; these demons in this abyss will try to influence the land, people, and nations to

pursue sodomy; they want us to walk in the same spirit of the sodomites; these creatures in

the abyss influenced Sodom and Gomorrah to walk in great Perversions; this abyss wants

mankind inside the furnace of fire; and this furnace will destroy those people who rejected

THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; this furnace are for those people that BLASPHEME THE SPIRIT OF

GOD!!! Also, the demon that opened up the bottomless pit is aster; aster is where you get the

word ASTEROID; this aster is a strong demonic spirit; aster had the authority to unlock the

abyss; but take a look at REVELATION 9:2:



‘And the SUN and the AIR were DARKENED by reason of the smoke of the pit;’

The sun was darkened because of the pit; but this sun is not the physical-natural sun;

this sun is SPIRITUAL; this Sun is the SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS!!! JESUS IS THE SUN OF

RIGHTEOUSNESS [MALACHI 4:2]; JESUS CHRIST was Darkened because of the abyss; the Body

of Christ caused JESUS CHRIST to become Obscure in the earth; the Body of Christ started to

see Christ with SMOKY EYES; the Church became light DEPRIVED! Jesus is THE LIGHT; and the

Body did not allow their light to shine before men; so that men will glorify FATHER IN

HEAVEN! This obscurity occurred because the abyss influence caused the Church to be

darkened; even Matthew 13:44 talks about the righteous shining forth as the SUN in the

kingdom of their FATHER; it’s not that we shine because of our own righteousness; but we

shine forth because we are shining inside of the Sun; and JESUS is THE SUN OF

RIGHTEOUSNESS WITH HEALING IN HIS WINGS; take a look at ROMAN 1:21:

‘Because that, when they knew GOD, they glorified him not as GOD, neither were

thankful; but became vain in their Imaginations, and their foolish heart DARKENED;’

When we don’t GLORIFY the LORD JESUS CHRIST, our foolish heart will DARKEN; when

we the CHURCH are unthankful to the LORD, OUR FOOLISH HEART WILL DARKEN! When Our

minds are vain with evil empty thoughts, our Hearts have darkened; and when we become

Foolish like the 5 foolish virgins in Matthew 25; our heart is Darkened; and the reason why

this happened, because the Smoke from the abyss has clouded our Hearts; making JESUS

obscure in our minds, conscience, and understanding!!! And the AIR was Darkened also; this

air is ATMOSPHERIC; this witchcraft smoke from the abyss will change the Glory atmosphere

of GOD; this air means to BLOW; this blow is Wind; this wind is THE SPIRIT of GOD; but when

people who are filled with the Holy Spirit, and they continue in sin, the SMOKE of the pit will

keep you DARKENED! The Every Wind of Doctrine blowing in the atmosphere is from the

abyss; Don’t allow the Spirit of GOD to become grieved, blasphemed, and Quenched; because

if that happens, then there is a great influence from the SMOKE of THE PIT; the abyss wants to

stop or halt the supernatural atmospheric pressure of GOD; GODS atmosphere changes the

lives of people every day; but we cannot allow the Smoke of the abyss to darken the

atmosphere of GOD!!! The Smoke from the abyss influences python, leviathan, and pohal

very much so; we must get back to GLORIFYING THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS; AND THE SUN

OF RIGHTEOUSNESS IS JESUS CHRIST!!! We cannot be influenced by every wind and smoke of

the bottomless pit; be Blessed! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.



PART 3

Praise the Lord People of GOD; I hope that you are enjoying FATHERS teaching about

this fifth Message; this fifth trumpet is a sermon of the LORD JESUS CHRIST! This message is

designed to get you prepared for the 5th beast from the sea; this will be the beast that will

come after the saints of God that walk in HIS GRACE; this sermon must be preached by the

apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers; the time for playing church is over;

FATHER is seeking out COMMITTED believers that are faithful and true to HIM; it is time for us

to Commit to THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; when are we going to start wearing HIS wedding ring?

We are supposed to be Married to FATHER; but so many of us have been Unfaithful to HIM,

walking in INFIDELITY; please stop cheating on FATHER! PLEASE Re-Commit yourself to Jesus

Christ before it is TOO LATE!!! REPENT of your SINS today; and start AFRESH in THE LORD

JESUS CHRIST; Commit to CHRIST and serve HIM TODAY; don’t keep BRUSHING FATHER to the

side; FATHER is not pleased with HIS Church that walk in a form of godliness; a fabricated

church is a DEAD CHURCH; Father is seeking out those people that are SINCERE and GENUINE

toward HIM.. Let us move on with this teaching.

In REVELATION 9:2 talks about the sun and the air being darkened by reason of the

smoke; the SUN that the abyss wants to see darkened is the SUN of RIGHTEOUSNESS; and

JESUS is THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS! If the saints are darkened in their hearts, then JESUS

will become OBSCURED or DARKENED in the earth; I really don’t want to see JESUS darkened

in this earth; it is time for THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS to SHINE FORTH through HIS

BELIEVERS; let us take a look at EPHESIANS 2:2: ‘Wherein in time past ye walked according to



the course of this world, according to the prince of the power of the AIR, the spirit that NOW

worketh in the children of disobedience; Satan is the spirit that will try to penetrate the air or

atmosphere with the SMOKE from the abyss; the influence of the abyss is one of the reason

why so many people walk in the spirit of disobedience; like I said before: shachal, belan,

pohal, python, and leviathan are greatly influenced by the demons in the abyss; take a look at

REVELATION 9:3:

‘And there came out of the SMOKE [LOCUSTS] upon the earth: and unto THEM was

given POWER, as the SCORPIONS of the earth have POWER.’

The smoke cleared, and the LOCUST ARMY manifested; these locusts are not regular

locusts, but these locusts are demonic spirits; I repeat; these locusts are demonic spirits; stop

listening to these preachers that are not hearing from the SPIRIT OF GOD; this book has been

taught falsely for years; it is time for the TRUTH of GOD’S WORD TO GO FORTH! This locust

army is full of witchcraft and deception; when this abyss is opened by aster, these locusts

demons will fly to the uttermost part of the earth seeking whom they may DEVOUR; I know

that some of you don’t want to talk about these demons, but the reality is, these locusts will

be released from the abyss; whether you like it or not; just be prepared; please prepare

yourselves saints of GOD; please; I beg you People of GOD; get yourselves right with GOD

TODAY; STOP acting like you are not going to have to go through any testing’s; and hear what

the SPIRIT OF THE LORD IS SAYING TO THE CHURCH!!!  And if you are waiting for the rapture,

keep on waiting; but if you are not dead, you will see these locust demons influence in the

land; take a look at JOEL 1:4: ‘That which the PALMERWORM hath left hath the LOCUST

eaten; and that which the LOCUST hath left hath the CANKERWORM eaten; and that which

the CANKERWORM hath left hath the CATERPILLAR eaten.’

These locusts are demonic spirits; these locusts will eat up your green things; and your

green things are your money or provision; regular locust will devour natural grass, natural

trees, and natural plants; but these locust are on a different assignment; and you will see in

this chapter their assignment; these demonic locusts job is to eat and devour; the

palmerworm and the cankerworm are locust; they will lick up and devour any green thing in

sight; the green things they are going to eat upon are spiritual green grass, and spiritual trees;

spiritual grass and trees deal with mankind; I went ahead of myself; but to those people

walking in the flesh, they will DEVOUR you WHOLLY! To those of you that are TREES of

RIGHTEOUSNESS through JESUS CHRIST, these demonic locust will test you; so that you will

not be a tree with root any longer; these locust have been given power; they have authority

and delegated influence on certain people; these locust will use force, jurisdiction, and

strength to try to overtake many; but our AUTHORITY and DELEGATED INFLUENCE are INSIDE



of THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!!!  The WORD OF GOD says that we are Complete in HIM; and

JESUS IS THE HEAD OF ALL PRINCIPALITY AND POWER; we must stay INSIDE of HIM; JESUS

CHRIST IS THE ONLY ONE THAT CAN DEFEAT THIS LOCUST ARMY!!! JESUS IS THE HEADSHIP

OVER ALL DEMONIC PRINCIPALITY AND POWER!!! These locust were compared to

SCORPIONS; these [SKORPIOS] in the Greek means to PIERCE and ITS STING; these locusts

demons like to pierce people; naturally and spiritually; this piercing will hurt you literally;

these locust will try to cut,, or pass through with or as if with a sharp instrument; and the

sharp INSTRUMENT that they use is THE WORD OF GOD!!! These locusts will quote the

scriptures to keep the smoke in your eyes and ears; but NO WEAPON FORMED AGAINST US

WILL PROSPER!!! This locust’s power and authority comes from I CORINTHIANS 15:55, 56; pay

attention to verse 56:

‘The STING of DEATH is SIN; and the STRENGTH of SIN is the LAW.’

This locust army will sting mankind with natural and spiritual DEATH; but these locust

assignment is to keep us in sin and BONDAGE; they would rather see you dead than to walk

away from the sting of death; and the sting of death is SIN; these are bondage locusts; they

use their authority and influence to keep us walking in the spirit of SIN AND DEATH; these

locust are assigned to keep us operating in the LAW OF SIN AND DEATH; BUT THANKS BE

UNTO GOD, WHICH GIVETH US THE VICTORY THROUGH OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST!!! I am not

done with this chapter; I am not done with this locust army; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE

KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 4

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that you are becoming acquainted with

FATHERS WORD; we must spend time with FATHER; HE enjoys when we spend quality time

with HIM; FATHER LOVES when we spend time with HIM because we truly LOVE HIM; it is a

beautiful thing spending time with FATHER; don’t miss your time with FATHER; some of you

felt FATHER ‘tugging’ at you; but when HE tugged you, you snatched your arm out of HIS

HAND; and unfortunately, FATHER stopped TUGGING! HE didn’t want to stop tugging, but you

kept RESISTING HIM; I know people that have been resisting FATHER for years; but when they

are struck with sickness, they don’t understand why this is happening to them; it is not

healthy and it is not wise to RESIST FATHER; if you are a man or woman feeling the TUG of



FATHER, please DO NOT RESIST HIM; but RUN FAST TOWARD FATHER before it is TOO LATE!!!

Stop walking away from FATHER.

We have been teaching the 5th trumpet; this sermon is getting us prepared for this

demonic locust army; the trumpet of GOD must be declared throughout all the land;

preachers, SOUND THE TRUMPETS of GOD; let the TRUMPET SOUND begin in our homes and

the pulpits; the SHOFAR is still ACTIVELY BLOWING LOUD and CLEAR!!! Hear the TRUMPET,

and allow the Trumpet to blow in your ears; don’t just listen to the sound of the trumpets, but

HEAR the SOUND of the TRUMPET!!!

Take a look at EZEKIEL 2:6: ‘And thou, son of man, be not afraid of them, neither be

afraid of their words, though briers and thorns be with thee, and thou dost dwell among

SCORPIONS: be not afraid of their words, nor be dismayed at their looks, though they be a

rebellious house.’ When people are influenced and possessed by this locust army, they will

become very rebellious; and rebellion is just like witchcraft; so when you see people that are

always harsh with their words and their looks, they are influenced by the locust and scorpion

army; but to the prophets out there, PROPHESY concerning this locust army coming; do not be

dismayed and afraid of their words and their looks; Prophesy through CHRIST AUTHORITY

about this locust army; Ezekiel was a prophet surrounded by church folks influenced by these

demonic scorpions; but just because we are around these type of folks, we don’t have to be a

participant of their stiff heartedness; prophets of GOD, speak FATHERS WORD unto them,

whether they will hear, or whether they will forbear; for they are most REBELLIOUS; Ezekiel

kept blowing the trumpet of GOD to a rebellious people; and even in these days, we still have

to blow the TRUMPET because the church folks are very REBELLIOUS toward GOD; they will

rather believe a LIE than THE TRUTH OF GOD’S WORD; GODS TRUE PROPHETS walk , talk, and

LIVE inside THE SPIRIT OF GOD; PROPHETS of GOD, KEEP ON PROPHESYING what the LORD is

saying to HIS CHURCH!!!

Take a look at REVELATION 9:4: ‘And it was commanded them that they should not

hurt the grass of the earth, neither any green thing, neither any tree; but only those men

which HAVE NOT the seal of GOD in their FOREHEADS.’

These locusts were commanded not to injure the natural green vegetation;

QUESTION? Are these really Locust? The answer is no; these are not natural locust; natural

locust loves to eat on grass, green things, and the green leaves off trees; but like I said before,

these locust are demonic spirits; they may have the similarities of a locust, but they are

demonic spirits that will be sent out to hurt men and women that do not have the seal of



GOD; these locusts were commanded to hurt men or women that DO HAVE THE SEAL; let us

find out the seal that men or women should have in their foreheads.

Take a look at JOHN 6:27: ‘Labour not for the meat which perisheth, but for the meat

which endureth unto everlasting life, which the Son of man shall give unto you: for HIM hath

GOD the FATHER SEALED.’ JESUS IS THE SEAL OF GOD IN OUR FOREHEADS; if we do not have

Christ in our foreheads, then we do not belong to HIM; in your forehead is your mind,

conscience, and understanding; in your forehead is your emotions, feelings, attitude, and

mindset; in your forehead is your mentality, personality, and persona; but if JESUS is not

covered in your forehead, then your forehead is very carnal; and it is easy for your forehead

to be easily INFLUENCED by the locust army that is coming; let this MIND be in you, which is

also in CHRIST JESUS; WE MUST KEEP JESUS, THE SEAL OF GOD, IN OUR FOREHEADS

CONTINUALLY!!! To be CARNALLY MINDED is DEATH!!!

Take a look at II Corinthians 1:21, 22; pay attention to verse 22: ‘Who hath SEALED us,

and given the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts.’ The Spirit of God is a DOWNPAYMENT in our

Hearts; our hearts are the belly of our mind, conscience, emotions, feelings, and will; our

hearts is in our FOREHEAD; but if Christ Spirit is not in our Foreheads, WE DO NOT HAVE THE

SEAL OF GOD; the HOLY SPIRIT is the Seal of GOD in our FOREHEADS; but if the WORD OF

GOD is not downloaded into our hearts or foreheads, we do have the seal of GOD; but these

demons were told to HURT them; this word HURT is the GREEK WORD [ADIKEO]; this word

means to be unjust, do wrong, and Injure; these demons are commissioned to injure those

men or women that are living unjustly; these locust are designed to INJURE those men or

women that PRACTICE DOING WRONG CONTINUALLY; if you are playing church, these locust

will INJURE YOU ALSO; if you are an apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor and teacher living a

double life, you do not have the SEAL OF GOD IN YOUR FOREHEADS; if you are deliberately

preaching and teaching strange winds of doctrines, you do not have THE SEAL OF GOD IN

YOUR FOREHEAD; if your conscience is SEARED with a hot iron, the seal of GOD is not there; a

seal is designed to protect you; a seal is designed to FENCE YOU; a seal is a stamp IMPRESSED

as a mark of privacy or GENUINENESS; if you are saying that you are a saint, and your

relationship with GOD is not GENUINE, you do not have THE SEAL OF GOD IN YOUR

FOREHEAD; Repent, and BE BAPTIZED, every one of you in the name of JESUS CHRIST; for the

remission of sin, and YE shall receive the gift of the HOLY GHOST; if you want the seal of GOD

in your forehead, do what ACTS 2:38 says; I LOVE YOU People of GOD; I am not done with this

verse; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.



PART 5

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that you are enjoying these teachings; please

‘SOAK’ in THE WORD OF GOD; allow FATHERS WORD to ENDUE YOU; allow HIS WORD to

PERMEATE you completely; body, soul, and spirit; we all must allow HIS WORD to Soak our

minds, conscience, emotions, and feelings; if our minds are UNSTABLE, then we will continue

to walk in DOUBLE MINDEDNESS; pohal is the demon behind this bi-polar behavior; but allow

FATHER to gain ACCESS to OUR mind; give FATHER your ATM PIN NUMBER  to your mind;  HE

will not force himself into your conscience, but give HIM your PIN NUMBER; FOR THE WORD

OF GOD IS QUICK AND POWERFUL; SHARPER THAN ANY TWO-EDGED SWORD; but how can

he soak HIMSELF into us, if we keep DRYING HIM OUT OF OUR LIVES? Invite JESUS CHRIST into

your HEARTS; let JESUS have ACCESS to the GATEWAY of your mind, conscience, and

understanding.

We have been teaching on the fifth sermon; it is time to continue in FATHERS TRUTH;

we have been discussing the Seal of GOD in our FOREHEADS; the locust demons were

assigned to hurt those people who have NOT the SEAL OF GOD IN THEIR FOREHEADS; we

were also discussing the seal; take a look at ISAIAH 8:16: ‘Bind up the testimony, SEAL the

LAW among my disciples.’ The other seal that should be in our FOREHEADS is THE WORD OF

GOD; like I said before, true Pentecost is when the WORD OF GOD is DOWNLOADED into our

INWARD PARTS; allow THE WORD OF GOD to be sealed in your forehead; do not wait to be

sealed when the locust army is already released; do it TODAY! Please check out this VERY

PROFOUND VERSE; I TIMOTHY 2:19: ‘Nevertheless the foundation of GOD standeth sure,

having this SEAL, The Lord knoweth them that are his. And let everyone that nameth the

name of CHRIST depart from iniquity.’ This is the other seal; JESUS CHRIST knows the people

that belong to HIM; and if you say that you are a religious and spiritual person, but you are

still walking in the Nature of Iniquity: YOU DO NOT HAVE THE SEAL OF GOD IN YOUR

FOREHEAD; and if you go to church buildings every time the door is open, but you are not

walking in the NATURE of CHRIST: YOU DO NOT HAVE THE SEAL OF GOD IN YOUR FOREHEAD;

the NATURE of CHRIST is JESUS CHRIST and HIS ANOINTING; we should be showing signs of

CHRIST NATURE; and we must DIVORCE OURSELVES from the spirit of Iniquity; this fifth

trumpet is not just a message to the Unbelievers, but this is a message to the saints; this

message is for the people who say that they are saved by the GRACE OF GOD; the locusts

army already have influence over sinners; this army is trying to gain access to the so-called

SAINTS; the locust army is trying to influence those saints that have the Seal of GOD in their

foreheads; their job is to frustrate the BODY of CHRIST, so that we will walk away from THE



SEAL OF GOD; without the Seal of GOD in our FOREHEADS, we have no PROTECTION nor

COVERING of THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!

The locust army desires for the CHURCH to be unjust, do wrong, and INJURE ONE

ANOTHER; this locust army wants us to HURT each other; and when we are harming each

other in the church buildings, the locust army rejoices because they know that their Influence

is working; I am going to go back to the forehead again; take a look at JEREMIAH 3:3’:

‘Therefore the showers have been withholden, and there hath been no latter rain; and thou

hadst a whore’s FOREHEAD, thou refusedst to be ashamed.’ Saints, please tune your spiritual

ears to this; when we, the CHURCH, have spiritually fornicated with every other

denomination, we have a whore’s forehead; when we make Men or Women pastors our

covering, instead of Christ being our COVERING, we have a WHORE’S FOREHEAD; when we

are soul tied to church traditions, we have a WHORE’S FOREHEAD; when we are soul tied to

our church positions, we have a WHORE’S FOREHEAD; it is time to break these unhealthy soul

ties, and BE JOINED UNTO THE LORD! And when our Forehead is attached to whoredom, this

will stop the RAINING of the WORD OF GOD, and THE OUTPOURING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT;

spiritual whoredom will WITHHOLD the POWER OF GOD! And when our forehead is attached

to spiritual adultery and spiritual fornication: THE SEAL OF GOD IS NOT IN OUR FOREHEADS!

When we walk in whoredom, wickedness is our friend; spiritual whoredom in our FOREHEADS

will POLLUTE THE LAND; and if our land is polluted, we will die in the wilderness; never

journeying to the Dimensions of GOD; this trumpet sermon is to the CHURCH; take a look at

EZEKIEL 3:8,9:

[8]. ‘Behold, I have made thy face strong against their faces, and thy FOREHEAD strong

against their FOREHEADS.’ [9]. ‘As an adamant harder than flint have I made thy FOREHEAD:

fear them not, neither be dismayed at their looks, though they be a rebellious house.’

Monica, this is what is missed about the fifth trumpet: this abyss was opened because

of the CHURCH; it is THE CHURCH whose FOREHEAD has become REBELLIOUS toward GOD;

we have gone whoring after material gods; we have gone whoring after the prosperity god;

we have gone whoring after the spirit of witchcraft; the so-called church folks have totally

DISREGARDED FATHERS WORD, and HIS SPIRIT; the so-called church folks have DISREGARDED

FATHERS TRUE PROPHETS; they are now going to feel good- fake prophets that promise them

money; those are not prophets, but them folks are SOOTHSAYERS and PSYCHICS! That’s why

the abyss was opened: BECAUSE FATHER IS TIRED; AND HE IS GOING TO WEED OUT THE FAKE

PEOPLE OUT OF HIS CHURCH; and JESUS will use the locust army to FILTER OUT THE FECES IN

THE BODY OF CHRIST!!!!! THE FIFTH TRUMPET IS SOUNDING!!!  I am not done with this



teaching on the fifth trumpet; this teaching is something else; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE

KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 6

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that you are Maturing with FATHER; HE desires

for US to mature; it is time for the BODY OF CHRIST to BE THE BODY OF CHRIST; how can we

say that we are HIS BODY, but we don’t have any of HIS FEATURES? We can talk about every

other topic, but when it is time to BE THE BODY, we become ASHAMED! DO NOT be

ASHAMED of THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; CONFESS JESUS CHRIST BEFORE MEN AND WOMEN;

CONFESS JESUS CHRIST BEFORE BOYS AND GIRLS!! FOR I AM NOT ASHAMED OF THE GOSPEL

OF JESUS CHRIST BECAUSE IT IS THE POWER OF GOD; if you DENY HIM, HE WILL DENY YOU

BEFORE HIS FATHER AND HIS ANGELS! DON’T TALK CHURCH! WE MUST LIVE CHURCH

THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD! FOR WE ARE HIS CHURCH; if we say that we belong to

HIM, at least we should either talk, breathe, and live BY some of HIS attributes; but to those

of you that want to move forward in GOD, WE must PUT OFF THE OLD MAN; AND WE MUST

WALK IN THE NEW MAN; if you are still CUSSING people out every time they get on your

nerves, you have not PUT OFF THE OLD MAN; if you are still getting weak in your flesh,

succumbing to sexual proclivities, you have not PUT OFF THE OLD MAN; but it is so hard out

here; PUT OFF THE OLD MAN, AND PUT ON THE NEW MAN; if I say no to Mookie, he is going

to leave me; and he gives me money when I need things; PUT OFF THE OLD MAN; but this

woman is so fine; it is hard to resist her; PUT OFF THE OLD MAN; I get weak every time I see

her; PUT OFF THE OLD MAN; IF ANY MAN OR WOMAN BE IN CHRIST, HE OR SHE IS A NEW

CREATURE; A NEW CREATION; OLD THINGS ARE PASSED AWAY; BEHOLD, ALL THINGS ARE

BECOME NEW; ALL THINGS ARE BECOME NEW; MORTIFY THE DEEDS OF THE FLESH BEFORE

THEY MORTIFY YOU; THIS MESSAGE IS TO THE CHURCH; YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE; STOP

CONTEMPLATING SUICIDE; AND PUT ON THE NEW MAN; The NEW MAN will stop you from

SLITTING your wrist; you are halted between TWO OPINIONS because you have not PUT OFF

THE OLD MAN; take off the OLD MAN JACKET, AND PUT ON THE NEW MAN COAT; there is a



difference between a coat and a jacket; PLEASE PUT ON THE NEW MAN TODAY; DO IT THIS

HOUR; REPENT AND CONFESS YOUR SINS; JESUS IS FAITHFUL AND JUST TO CLEANSE YOU OF

ALL UNRIGHTEOUSNESS!!! I MEAN ALL OF IT; JESUS REDEMPTIVE BLOOD CLEANSES ALL SIN

AND UNRIGHTEOUSNESS!!! PRAY TODAY!!! GIVE YOUR LIFE TO HIM TODAY; HE HAS BEEN

CALLING YOU FOR A WHILE; SAY YES TO FATHERS CALL TODAY.

I want to continue with REVELATION 9:4; I cannot leave this forehead alone; the

locusts were commanded to hurt those men or women that do not have the SEAL of GOD in

their FOREHEADS; but I feel led by THE SPIRIT to give you a spiritual Nugget today; please do

not miss this Nugget; this Nugget did something to me; put on your spiritual eyes to see these

scriptures; take a look at EXODUS 28:36-40:

[36]. ‘And thou shall make a plate of pure gold, and grave upon it, like the engravings

of a SIGNET [SEAL], HOLINESS TO THE LORD.’

This plate in this verse is not a plate of chicken, but this plate is a pure gold plate; GOD

wants his ROYAL PRIESTHOOD to journey from the Passover-Pentecost journey; and enter into

the TABERNACLE JOURNEY; gold represents the TABERNACLE LEVEL; and if you want to move

pass PENTECOST, you must have a SEAL ENGRAVED in you; and this SEAL OR SIGNET IS

HOLINESS UNTO THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!!! Back in the Old Testament, this engraving or seal

was outward; but today the engraving or seal is INWARDLY; OUR GOD IS CALLING FOR

HOLINESS; and HOLINESS must be engraved inside of us INWARDLY; HOLINESS MUST BE

ENGRAVED INSIDE OF OUR MINDS, CONSCIENCE, AND UNDERSTANDING OF GOD; our

EMOTIONS, FEELINGS, AND MINDSET MUST BE HOLINESS UNTO OUR LORD; and if your mind

is walking in holiness, your BODY is walking in HOLINESS; if your spirit is walking in holiness,

YOU HAVE THE SEAL OR SIGNET OF GOD IN YOUR FOREHEAD; Aaron was a high priest; now

JESUS CHRIST IS OUR HIGH PRIEST; AND JESUS EVER LIVETH TO MAKE INTERCESSION FOR US;

can’t nobody INTERCEDE LIKE JESUS; but JESUS CHRIST IS SEEKING FOR MEN AND WOMEN TO

WALK IN HIS HOLINESS; JESUS WANTS US PURE BEFORE HIM; how can we say that we are

holy, but we refuse to walk away from lying? How can we say that we are walking in holiness,

when we refuse to walk away from sexual sins? But when you truly have the seal of GOD, you

don’t even desire to DISAPPOINT the LORD; you don’t even desire to walk in foolishness any

longer; your direction changes; because you desire to be a VESSEL OF HONOR; NOT

DISHONOR!!! AMEN SOMEBODY? Holiness is a PROCESS; wearing a long dress and baggy

jeans is not holiness; this holiness in the HEBREW deals with Consecration, Dedicated, and

Sanctuary.



One of the reasons why we are not walking in the SEAL of GOD: WE are not

DEDICATED AND CONSECRATED to GOD like we should be; we spend more time consecrating

ourselves to things that are not important; but when was the last time you gave FATHER

QUALITY TIME? Another reason why the Seal of God is Broken from us is because we don’t

consider JESUS CHRIST SACRED; FOR JESUS IS SACRED AND HOLY; there was a time when even

UN-SAVED FOLKS WOULD SEE HOW SACRED JESUS IS; but in these days, this is not the case; if

the CHURCH don’t see the sacredness of JESUS CHRIST, how will the world see how SACRED

AND HOLY THE LORD JESUS CHRIST IS? The Seal of HOLINESS must be ENGRAVED INTO OUR

FOREHEADS; if not, WE DO NOT BELONG TO HIM!!! I have room to do another verse; EXODUS

28:37:

‘And thou shalt put in on a blue lace that it may be upon the MITRE; upon the

FOREFRONT of the MITRE it shall be.’

This teaching is for everybody; but the blue represents the TABERNACLE LEVEL; if you

want to move into the Tabernacle Dimension, then you must walk in Holiness; and you must

put on the MITRE; a MITRE is a Turban; where do people place a turban on? They place that

turban on their HEADS; and this blue lace must be on the front of the turban; our foreheads

must be covered with the SEAL OF CHRIST; our minds but be HOLINESS UNTO THE LORD; this

is a TABERNACLE MESSAGE TO THE CHURCH; holiness must be the forefront; if your lifestyle is

not hallowed, consecrated, or dedicated to THE LORD JESUS CHRIST: YOU DO NOT HAVE THE

SEAL OF GOD IN YOUR FOREHEAD; if you want to move FORWARD in GOD, WE ALL MUST BE

PURE BEFORE HIM, AND WE ALL MUST WALK IN FATHERS HOLINESS! No one is exempt! And,

if we refuse to walk in FATHERS HOLINESS, we will not make it to OUR PROMISE LAND; THE

TABERNACLE REALM IS OUR PROMISE LAND; although Aaron and his sons worked in the

priests office, they still DID NOT make it into the LAND FATHER PROMISED THEM; why is that

apostle Kirkwood? They BECAME STUCK IN THE PASSOVER-PENTECOST REALM; if it can

happen to them, it can happen to us also; FATHER, TAKE THE MUD OFF OUR FEET AND

UN-STICK US FROM THE TRADITIONS OF MEN THAT MAKE THE WORD OF GOD VOID; CAUSE

ALL OF US TO WALK IN OUR DESTINY WHEREBY YOU HAVE ORDAINED FOR US TO WALK IN;

LET US NOT MISS OUR APPOINED TIMES WITH YOU BY THE POWER OF YOUR SPIRIT; IN YOUR

NAME JESUS WE PRAY, AMEN!!! If you feel that your shoes are STUCK in the mud, LEAVE

THEM IN THE MUD; AND YOU WALK BAREFOOTED, SO THAT YOU KEEP MOVING FORWARD IN

GOD THROUGH CHRIST! I will teach on verse 38 and verse 39 real soon; GROW IN GRACE AND

IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.



PART 7

Praise the LORD People of the MOST HIGH; THE ANCIENT OF DAYS IS ALIVE AND WELL;

GIVE THANKS UNTO THE ANCIENT OF DAYS; HE IS WORTHY TO BE PRAISED; PRAISE HIM ON

THE DRUMS; PRAISE HIM WITH THE HARPS; PRAISE HIM WITH THE STRINGED INSTRUMENTS;

PRAISE HIM WITH THE TAMBOURINES; LET EVERYTHING THAT HAVE BREATH PRAISE YE THE

LORD; PRAISE THE ANCIENT OF DAYS; FOR YOU ARE WORTHY TO RECEIVE GLORY, HONOR,

AND PRAISE; DON’T WAIT UNTIL YOU GO TO CHURCH, but PRAISE HIM RIGHT WHERE YOU

ARE; YOU DON’T HAVE TO WAIT UNTIL YOU GO TO WORK, BUT PRAISE HIM IN YOUR CAR;

PRAISE HIM ON YOUR PORCH; PRAISE HIM WHILE YOU ARE WALKING DOWN THE STREET; LET

EVERYTHING THAT HAVE BREATH, PRAISE YE THE LORD!!! HALLELUJIAH TO THE LAMB OF

GOD; AND HIS NAME IS JESUS!!! HIS NATURE IS JESUS!!! JESUS IS JEHOVAH-SAVED!!! JESUS

CHRIST IS IN THE SAVING BUSINESS; INVITE JESUS TO SAVE YOUR BODY, SOUL, AND SPIRIT;

YES!!! LET HIM REDEEM YOU FROM THE CURSE OF THE LAW; ALLOW HIM TO FREE YOU FROM

THE LAW OF SIN AND DEATH! DO IT TODAY!! STOP REJECTING FATHER! FOR HE SEES WHAT

YOU ARE DOING TO HIM; WALK BACK TOWARD FATHERS DIRECTION BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!!!

We have been teaching on the fifth TRUMPET-SERMON; we have been talking about

the Seal of GOD in our FOREHEADS; we must have FATHERS seal; without HIS SEAL, we will be

hurt by the locust army of Satan; it is time for us to put on the MITRE OF CHRIST; and it is time

for us to walk in HOLINESS through CHRIST SPIRIT; but I have a few more nuggets to share

with you; let us take a look at EXODUS 28:38:  ‘And it shall be upon Aarons FOREHEAD, that

Aaron may bear the iniquity of the holy things, which the children of Israel shall hallow in all

their holy gifts; and it shall always be upon his FOREHEAD, that they may be accepted before

the Lord.’ The MITRE of Christ should always be on our mind, conscience, and hearts; the

MITRE of Christ is HOLINESS; yes, there WAS a time when Aaron the high priest, carried the

sins of the holy things; making blood sacrifices for the Israelites sinful nature; but now, we

have a BETTER COVENANT; and JESUS CHRIST took our SINS upon THE CROSS; HE BECAME SIN

FOR US; HE DIED SO THAT WE MAY LIVE THROUGH HIM! THIS COVENANT IS A HOLY BLOOD

COVENANT; BECAUSE JESUS BLOOD IS HOLY AND PURE; JESUS DIED AND HE GAVE GIFTS UNTO

MEN; but WE, THE CHURCH, DO NOT HALLOW THE GIFTS OF GOD ANYMORE; the SPIRIT OF

GOD IS HOLY; JESUS IS THE HOLY SPIRIT; but we play around with FATHER GIFTS! We abuse

speaking in tongues; we abuse the gift of prophesying; we abuse the gift of Faith; we abuse

the gift of helps and administration; we have abused the gifts of healings; we have abused the

gifts of miracles; many of these gifts of the SPIRIT were PIMPED and Prostituted by so-called

saints; but now we know them as ‘Aints.’ We have not HALLOWED FATHERS GIFTS OF THE

SPIRIT; these are FATHERS GIFTS, and we act like we obtained these gifts without HIS



involvement; the GIFTS OF THE SPIRIT ARE HOLY! This word Hallow means Clean, Sanctify,

Holy, Consecrated, and Purified; it is not the Spirit of GOD that needs to be holy, sanctified,

consecrated, clean, and purified: But it is THE BODY OF CHRIST that needs to be clean,

sanctified, consecrated, purified, and HOLY before the LORD!!!

When the Church of JESUS CHRIST are not CLEAN, SANCTIFIED, PURIFIED,

CONSECRATED, and HOLY, the GIFTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT will not operate EFFECTIVELY;

because the person operating in sin and defilement will either GRIEVE, BLASPHEME, or

QUENCH THE SPIRIT OF GOD!!! If you know that you are living in sin and filth, please don’t go

laying hands on people; if you know that you have a lying spirit, please don’t try to prophesy

to anybody; first, REPENT, then go and do the WORK of THE LORD; don’t just hallow the gifts

of the Spirit, but HALLOW THE GIVER OF THE GIFTS; and the GIVER OF THE GIFTS OF THE

SPIRIT IS THE LORD JESUS CHRIST! The Spirit of God is ALREADY HOLY; but if we are walking in

ungodliness, we are tainting the Spirit of God; and if the Spirit of God is HOLY because Christ

is HOLY; that Spirit of GOD can LEAVE YOU; and it will LEAVE YOU; FOR THE SPIRIT OF GOD IS

TOO HOLY TO ABIDE IN AN UNHOLY AND UNCLEAN VESSEL; ask KING SAUL, and he will tell

you what happened to him; We cannot be defiled in the presence of the HOLY SPIRIT; WHY?

BECAUSE THE SPIRIT OF GOD CAME OUT OF CHRIST; and I WILL POUR OUT OF MY SPIRIT; and

that’s what JESUS CHRIST DID, HE POURED OUT OF HIMSELF; BECAUSE JESUS CHRIST IS THE

LAW OF THE SPIRIT OF LIFE; walking in the SPIRIT AND HOLINESS SHOULD BE IN OUR

FOREHEADS; if you want to walk in the GIFTS OF THE SPIRIT, YOU MUST CONSECRATE

YOURSELF BEFORE THE LORD; YOU MUST BE CLEAN BEFORE THE LORD; YOU MUST BE

PURIFIED BEFORE THE LORD; AND YOU MUST BE SANCTIFIED BEFORE THE LORD!!! The

scripture also says that they may be accepted before the Lord; SOUNDS FAMILIAR?  IF WE,

THE CHURCH, WANT TO BE ACCEPTED BEFORE THE LORD, THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE TO DO: WE

MUST PRESENT OUR BODIES A LIVING SACRIFICE, HOLY, ACCEPTABLE UNTO GOD, WHICH IS

OUR REASONABLE SERVICE; if our bodies are not presented before the LORD HOLY AND

ACCEPTABLE: THE SEAL OF GOD IS NOT IN OUR FOREHEADS!!!

Please take a look at EXODUS 28:39; ‘And thou shalt embroider the coat of FINE LINEN,

and thou shalt make the MITRE of FINE LINEN, and thou shall make the girdle of needlework.’

The MITRE is on our HEADS; and our FOREHEAD is in the location where the MITRE abide; so

what should be in our FOREHEADS? Since the MITRE is made out of FINE LINEN; the answer is

in REVELATION 19:8: ‘And to her was granted that she should be arrayed in FINE LINEN, CLEAN

AND WHITE: for the FINE LINEN IS THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF SAINTS.’ This is a Tabernacle

Message; this is a message to the CHURCH; this is a Message to the Royal Priesthood; We, THE

CHURCH, must have CHRIST RIGHTEOUSNESS IN OUR FOREHEADS; we must be in RIGHT

STANDING with GOD and man; we must be CLEAN, WHITE, and HOLY before the LORD; FOR



HE HATH MADE HIM TO BE SIN FOR US, WHO KNEW NO SIN; THAT WE MIGHT BE MADE THE

RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD IN HIM; we are made the RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD INSIDE OF JESUS

CHRIST; outside of Jesus Christ, mankind righteousness is FILTHY RAGS; WE MUST HAVE

CHRIST RIGHTEOUSNESS IN OUR FORHEADS, MINDS, CONSCIENCE, AND HEARTS; if our Minds

are not FIXED and SET ON THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST: WE DO NOT HAVE THE SEAL OF

GOD INSIDE OF OUR FOREHEADS; we will continue with the FIFTH TRUMPET; GROW IN GRACE

AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 8

Praise the LORD People of GOD!! I hope that these teachings have been a blessing to

you; I hope and pray that all of you are Growing in Grace and in FATHERS KNOWLEDGE; it is

time for US, His Body, to MATURE TODAY; I have a testimony: the other day a young man had

a wrapping around his arm; and his arm was swollen; and he could not lift with his arm; but

FATHER led me to pray for him; and after I prayed for him, THE POWER OF GOD WAS

RELEASED, AND THAD WAS COMPLETELY HEALED!!! Thad was able to pick up objects with his

right arm; Thad told me the night before, he could not even move his fingers; BUT, THE LORD

JESUS CHRIST HEALED THAD!!! BY FATHERS STRIPES, WE ARE HEALED!!! You should have seen

THAD!!! THIS MAN WAS FILLED WITH JOY!!! I HAD HIM TO TALK TO MY WIFE AND TELL HER

THE GOOD NEWS OF JESUS CHRIST!!! THAD WAS MADE WHOLE BY THE HEALING BLOOD OF

JESUS CHRIST!!! WE ARE HEALED; WE WERE HEALED; AND WE SHALL STAY HEALED THROUGH

JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD!!! I hope that this testimony Blessed you; it has truly Blessed me

SAINTS OF THE MOST HIGH! But we have been discussing the Seal of God in Our Foreheads;

please allow FATHERS SEAL to SOAK in our FOREHEADS; don’t put off what can be done

TODAY; let us take a look at REVELATION 9:5:

‘And to them it was given that they should not KILL them.’[Part of verse].

The assignment of the locust army is not to destroy them; nor was it the locust army

job to cause them to perish; but the locusts job was to TORMENT the people for FIVE

MONTHS: this word TORMENTED in the Greek is the word [BASANIZO]; and this word also

means to torture, pain, vexed, toil, and TOSSED; these locusts are not here to kill anybody;

but they are here to physically and spiritually torture people on this earth; their job is to bring

torture and pain to the saints of GOD; this is the reason why this occurred at the FIFTH[FIVE]



TRUMPET; this is a mystery revealed to the Church that this TRUMPET is about THE CHURCH;

Satan knows them that don’t have the seal of GOD in their Foreheads; but this trumpet is to

determine if the saints have THE TRUE SEAL OF GOD IN THEIR FOREHEADS; this torment is to

determine if the saints have THE GENUINE MARK OF GOD IN THEIR FOREHEADS; these locusts

are here to VEX the saints; and if you are VEXED, you are walking in the spirit of OPPRESSION;

there was someone in the scriptures that was VEXED; he was a man of GOD; but he was

VEXED by what he saw and by what he heard; this man’s name is LOT; if you want this to be

proved, take a look at II Peter 2:6-8; LOT was oppressed because of the influences of this

LOCUST ARMY! I know that we were taught that we will be RAPTURED before all of this; we

are in the TRIBULATION RIGHT NOW; SOME OF US ARE BEING TESTED RIGHT NOW IN THIS

TRIBULATION; stop listening to these FALSE PROPHETS AND FALSE TEACHERS; this army is

here to TOSS you; TOSS me? What does that mean? please turn to EPHESIANS 4:14:

‘That we henceforth be no more children [babes, immature], TOSSED to and fro, and

carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness,

whereby they lie in wait to deceive.’

These so-called preachers lie in wait to deceive; if a man or woman is lying in wait to

deceive, he or she is a PREMEDITATED MURDERER; they have made up their mind a LONG

TIME AGO to deceive you; even before you came upon the church scene; don’t be Tossed by

every wind of TEACHING; every wind blowing is not the SPIRIT OF GOD; this Tossed to and fro

comes from the influence of this locust army; it is no longer time to be CHILDREN; it is time to

GROW FROM BOYS TO MEN; IT IS TIME TO GROW FROM GIRLS TO WOMEN; if you are still an

IMMATURE believer when these locusts are released, I guarantee, that YOU WILL WALK AWAY

FROM THE FAITH OF CHRIST; if you are a saint that has been saved for twenty years, and you

still are very IMMATURE, you will be influenced and possessed by these locusts; if you are still

being tricked by the sleight or deception of man right now, then you are already influenced by

the locust army; GET OUT OF THESE SO-CALLED CHURCH BUILDINGS THAT ARE LEADING YOU

ASTRAY!!! BECAUSE THIS LOCUST ARMY IS GOING TO HAVE A FIELD DAY ON YOU!!! TAKE HEED

LEST YE FALL!!! If you want to know where to go, SEEK GOD TODAY!!! SEEK HIM, AND HE WILL

ANSWER YOU!!! Stop listening to these CONTRARY WINDS because they will TOSS YOUR

SHIP!!! If you are leery of me, pray and ask GOD about me, AND HE WILL GIVE YOU AN

ANSWER!!! I know that some of these teachings are not preached in your church buildings;

but I am COMMISSIONED by THE LORD TO PREPARE YOU FOR WHAT IS COMING ON THIS

EARTH!!! PREPARE YOURSELF!!! How can you prepare if you don’t have the TOOLS to GET

PREPARED? These are TOOLS TO PREPARE YOURSELF; PREPARE YOURSELF IN JESUS NAME!



This locust army will bring pain and torment of the Mind to many people; there is

already a great influx of False Teachings out here; but when the locusts are released from the

pit, there will be ALL TYPES OF CONTRARY WINDS BLOWING all OVER THE WORLD! I am one

of FATHERS END-TIME apostles; FATHER HAS RAISED ME UP TO WAR AGAINST THIS LOCUST

ARMY; AND I AM PREPARED THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD!! AND, MY JOB IS TO

PREPARE THE SAINTS OF GOD TO DO BATTLE AGAINST THIS LOCUST ARMY; THROUGH JESUS

CHRIST OUR LORD! I am not done with this teaching at all; I am just warming up; you are

going to hear some things that you have not heard before; but you will KNOW THE TRUTH,

AND THE TRUTH WILL MAKE YOU FREE; JESUS IS THE TRUTH; JESUS IS ALL TRUTH!! ALLOW

JESUS TRUTH TO PENETRATE YOU; WE WANT THE SEAL OF GOD IN OUR FOREHEADS; not

man’s seal; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST...

PART 9

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that this teaching is a blessing to you; I pray

that we all mature in the things of GOD; allow FATHER to change your life; HE WANTS TO

CHANGE YOUR ENTIRE LIFE; OPEN UP YOUR HEART AND LET HIM INSIDE OF YOU TODAY; Why

put off what can be done today? The Trumpets of GOD are Sounding! ADHERE TO THE SOUND

OF FATHERS TRUMPET! In part 8 we discussed the Contrary Winds of False Teachings that are

Blowing in the Air; false teachings will cause you to be TOSSED to and FRO! But we will stay

on this fifth trumpet until this entire trumpet is thoroughly dissected by THE POWER OF

CHRIST SPIRIT; let us continue with REVELATION 9:5:

‘And to them it was given that they should not kill them, but that they should be

TORMENTED five months :’( part of verse).

These locusts assignment are to TORMENT men and women for five months; this word

tormented also means to test by RUBBING a TOUCHSTONE; a touchstone is a black siliceous

stone used to TEST the PURITY of GOLD or SILVER by the color of the streak produced on it by

rubbing it with either metal; this is testing time for the saints of GOD; this test is to determine

if we will be stuck in the Passover or Pentecostal level; this testing is to determine if some of

us will continue to walk in the GOLD LEVEL, or THE TABERNACLE LEVEL; if we don’t pass this

test, many of us will be DEMOTED; and some will DEPART FROM THE FAITH; this testing by the

locusts army will cause some to graduate from the Pentecostal level to the Tabernacle Level;



this test is to determine if we are walking in purity toward GOD; only the PURE IN HEART

SHALL SEE GOD; this touchstone will determine the purity levels of the precious metals; but if

the residual fall to the bottom, then that will determine our purity before Father; but if the

residue stays, then we, The Church, are not the GENUINE ARTICLE before GOD! The locust

army will be released to test the saints during this time frame; the locusts are released to

inflict pain on those people who are not GENUINE before GOD; these locusts are used to

WEED OUT the WHEAT from the TARE; these locust will bring physical, mental, and emotional

pain to the people that don’t have the TRUE SEAL OF GOD IN THEIR FOREHEADS; during this

time of testing, some of the saints will be demoted to the OUTER COURT because they

allowed the locust army to overtake them. Please take a look at MATTHEW 18:34:

‘And his lord was wroth, and delivered him to the TORMENTORS, till he should pay all

that was due him.’

This chapter deals with the unforgiving servant; the lord or master forgave him of his

debts, but he could not forgive the one that owed him money; if you are a saint continually

walking in UNFORGIVENESS, you will be released to the TORMENTORS; the locust army are

the tormentors that will be released from the pit; Just as CHRIST FORGAVE YOU, FORGIVE

OTHERS; this chapter is dealing with the Church walking in wickedness; and that wickedness

will be exposed by the locust army; chapter 18 is about the saints who WORSHIP GOD; and

FATHER was moved with compassion to forgive them of their sin debt; but when it was time

for that same servant to forgive his fellow brother of their sin debt they committed against

him, he refused to forgive; and he did not show compassion toward his brother; that’s why

MATTHEW 18:35 says, ‘SO LIKEWISE SHALL MY HEAVENLY FATHER DO ALSO UNTO YOU, IF YE

FROM YOUR HEARTS FORGGIVE NOT EVERY ONE HIS BROTHER THEIR TRESPASSES.’

Do not hold on to Unforgiveness toward your brother or sister in Christ; forgive from

your Hearts; if we don’t forgive one another, we will be delivered over to the tormentors; and

the tormentors are the locust army; just like the rich man was tormented in the flame; that

flame the rich man was tormented by was THE WORD OF GOD; he heard the TRUE WORD OF

GOD, BUT THE RICH MAN REJECTED THE FLAME OR THE WORD OF GOD!; and the locust army

will use the FLAME OF GOD to torment you also; because you REJECTED THE TRUE WORD OF

GOD TO ENTER YOUR FOREHEADS!  The rich man wanted Lazarus to dip his finger in water to

cool his tongue; but unfortunately, THE WORD OF GOD was not available to him any longer

because he constantly REJECTED THE WORD OF GOD; the rich man refused to hear the

TONGUE OF GOD through FATHERS PROPHETS; he spoke against THE TONGUES OF ANGELS;

the rich man used his tongue to BLASPHEME THE WORD OF GOD ALL OF THE TIME; but now

the locust army are TORMENTING his body, soul, and spirit. You don’t have to die and go to



the OUTER COURT, but you can walk this earth living in the OUTER COURT right now. God

wants to set some of you FREE FROM THE OUTER COURT; WALK IN FATHERS FREEDOM

TODAY!!! The rich man and Lazarus is a very powerful parable; this locust army will take many

people to this place of torments; there are different levels of torment; that why Jesus taught

this parable to show us this TRUTH; this place of torment is both natural and spiritual; this

place of torment is earthly and atmospheric; the locust army is not getting prepared, but they

are already prepared to torment; they are waiting for their release from the pit; saints of the

MOST HIGH, PLEASE CONTINUE TO WALK IN FORGIVENESS; do not be influenced by the locust

army; we will discuss the Five Months in the next teaching; I LOVE YOU; GROW IN GRACE AND

IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 10

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that all is well with you; allow FATHER to be

your GOD, KING, AND LORD; allow HIM to be your COUNSELLOR and your PRINCE of PEACE;

do not just LOVE JESUS AS SON; because if you do, your love for FATHER IS VERY LIMITED; do

not just LOVE JESUS as THE HOLY SPIRIT; because if you do, your love for HIM is still LIMITED;

do not just Love JESUS as JESUS; because if you do, your love for HIM IS VERY LIMITED; but

LOVE HIM BECAUSE HE IS WONDERFUL; LOVE HIM BECAUSE HE IS COUNSELLOR; LOVE HIM

BECAUSE HE IS THE MIGHTY GOD AND THE EVERLASTING FATHER; if we continue to LOVE

FATHER just because HE saved us and sanctified us, then you have limited yourself to the

Passover and Pentecost Dimension; ‘but not only did HE save me and sanctified me, HE filled

me with THE HOLY GHOST;’ but if you are not led, and if you don’t walk continually in the

SPIRIT OF GOD, then you are still in the Pentecostal Dimension; but walking in the Spirit is the

TABERNACLE DIMENSION; but do not stop at the TABERNACLE REALM; there is another

REALM or DIMENSION beyond TABERNACLE; and PRESS TOWARD THE MARK FOR THE PRIZE

OF THE HIGH CALLING OF GOD INSIDE OF CHRIST JESUS; and the PRIZE I am talking about is

THE 4TH REALM or THE 4TH DIMENSION in GOD; the 4th REALM SAINTS LOVE FOR FATHER IS OFF

THE CHARTS; those saints will LOVE FATHER REGARDLESS; whether they are homeless or in a

big house; they will LOVE FATHER with their ENTIRE BEING: THEIR BODY, SOUL, SPIRIT,

EMOTIONS, FEELINGS, MIND AND CONSCIENCE ALL BELONGS TO THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; THE

4TH REALM SAINTS GIVE THEIR ALL TO THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; AND THE 4TH REALM SAINTS

SEE JESUS FACE TO FACE; THE 4TH REALM SAINTS SEE FATHER FACE TO FACE; don’t you want to



see FATHER FACE TO FACE?  FATHER REVEALS HIMSELF IN A VERY INTIMATE MANNER WITH

HIS 4TH REALM SAINTS; MOVE FORWARD IN GOD; MOVE FORWARD TODAY!!

WE have been discussing this fifth trumpet for a while; we are on part 10; the number

10 means DIVINE LAW AND DIVINE ORDER; FATHER wants to set some things in order

regarding HIS CHURCH; I am assigned by FATHER to teach the book of REVELATION correctly;

we need ORDER regarding this book; too many books of FOLLY has been sold to masses of

people regarding REVELATION; I am not here to sell this teaching to you; I am here to teach

the TRUTH OF FATHERS WORD TO YOU; THROUGH AND BY FATHERS SPIRIT; YE SHALL KNOW

THE TRUTH, AND ALLOW FATHERS TRUTH TO SET YOU FREE IN THE NAME OF JESUS! We have

discussed the word Tormented on the last teaching; but I am here to move forward on this

verse; take a look at REVELATION 9: 5:

‘And to them it was given that they should not kill them, but that they should be

tormented FIVE MONTHS’: [part of verse 5].

Saints of GOD, either RECEIVE or REJECT the TRUTH OF FATHERS WORD; here we go

with this number FIVE AGAIN; this number five is the number which means FAVOR AND

GRACE; whose favor? The FAVOR AND GRACE OF GOD; who has the FAVOR AND GRACE OF

GOD ON THE EARTH? The CHURCH of JESUS CHRIST are the ones that walk in THE FAVOR AND

GRACE OF GOD; this number five comes from the word [HEY]; HEY is the word that means: [ a

window=behold, to reveal, INSPIRATION, and the breath]; this fifth trumpet is a TRUMPET

BLOWN TO THE CHURCH! WAKE UP PEOPLE OF GOD BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE TO WAKE UP; this

locust army will attack the saints who are INSPIRED BY THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD;

the locust army will attack those saints that have THE REVELATION OF JESUS CHRIST; the

locust army will attack those saints that walk in the BREATH OF GOD; these locust wants to

see us TORMENTED; DO NOT LOSE THE SEAL OF GOD IN YOUR FOREHEAD! Maintain CHRIST IN

YOUR FOREHEAD; these spiritual warfare attacks happens around the months of

MAY-SEPTEMBER; I REPEAT: THESE LOCUST ARMY ATTACKS HAPPEN AROUND THE MONTHS

OF MAY-SEPTEMBER; this is the same time frame when natural locust appear on the earth;

they appear because the natural locust are types and shadows of the demonic locust in the

BOTTOMLESS PIT; I want to show you something by telling you this: many of you, saints of

GOD, have had some HORRENDOUS THINGS happen to you around the months of

MAY-SEPTEMBER; some of you have had deaths within this five month period; many of you

have been attacked during these months for many years; but the reason that happened is

because during this five month period, the INFLUENCE of the LOCUST ARMY DEMONS are way

more PREVALENT DURING THESE FIVE MONTHS; I REPEAT: THE LOCUST ARMY WILL SEND



THEIR DEMONIC INFLUENCE TO THE OTHER DEMONS DURING THIS TIME FRAME!!!! HEAR

WHAT THE SPIRIT OF GOD IS SAYING TO HIS CHURCH!!!

These locusts joins forces with their leader first; their leader is Satan; then their

influence intertwines with leviathan, python, pohal, and many more principality demons;

many of the Saints have had their BIGGEST TESTINGS AND TRIBULATIONS during these five

months; but unfortunately, many of the CHURCH FAILED; and they walked away from the

FAITH; because the PRESSURE from these locusts are very severe; their INFLUENCE from the

pit with the other demons WORK TOGETHER ON A GREATER SCALE! PLEASE HEAR THIS TRUTH

SAINTS OF GOD; the month of MAY IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER; GIRT YOUR MIND, BODY,

and SPIRIT WITH THIS TRUTH; during this upcoming FIVE MONTHS, some of you will PASS THE

TESTINGS, but some of you will not PASS THE TESTINGS coming from the locust army; along

with the principality demons operating today; I am not trying to scare you, but this locust

army is way more evil than the demons we are dealing with right now; the purpose of the

locust army during these five months are to cause you to either be DESTROYED FULLY or TO

WALK AWAY FROM THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; some of you have suffered GREAT HARDSHIP

during the time frame of MAY-SEPTEMBER; but DO NOT GIVE UP PEOPLE OF GOD; ITS ONLY A

TEST; if you have not placed your sins on the altar Man or Woman of GOD: DO IT BEFORE THE

MONTH OF MAY; they will use that sin or sins against you, so that you will be EXPOSED!!! This

army wants you to bring SHAME TO THE BODY OF CHRIST!!! HEAR THIS TRUTH TODAY!!! DO

NOT PUT OFF WHAT CAN BE DONE TODAY! REPENT OF YOUR SINS, AND GIVE YOUR LIFE TO

THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; I am not done with this FIVE MONTH PERIOD; I LOVE YOU PEOPLE OF

GOD!!! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 11

Praise the LORD People of GOD; THE wind from the TRUMPET is BLOWING IN THE

EARTH; catch the WIND OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD; don’t miss out on this truth about these

Trumpets; these trumpets of GOD are SERMONS or MESSAGES that must be PREACHED ON

THE EARTH; it is time to preach the TRUTH about THE SEVEN SEALS, THE SEVEN TRUMPETS,

and THE SEVEN VIALS OR BOWL JUDGMENTS; PREACH THE TRUTH OF FATHERS HOLY WORD;

do not miss this opportunity; RECEIVE THE TRUTH OF FATHERS WORD TODAY; do not REJECT

THE TRUE WORD OF GOD; BECAUSE FATHER WILL HOLD YOU ACCOUNTABLE FOR DOING SO;

this TRUMPET is for THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST; this trumpet is blowing, so that we will be

fully PREPARED of what is coming to the earth; the bottomless pit is not opened yet, but it

will be opening really soon; FATHER WANTS HIS CHURCH TO BE PREPARED TO STAND AGAINST



THE LOCUST ARMY; and we, HIS CHURCH, will be VICTORIOUS through JESUS CHRIST OUR

LORD; WE WILL WIN THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD; JESUS ALWAYS CAUSETH US TO

TRIUMPH AND TO BE VICTORIOUS THROUGH HIM; VICTORY IS HOUSED INSIDE OF JESUS

CHRIST!! JESUS IS OUR MIGHTY CONQUEROR; JESUS CHRIST PREVAILS OVER ALL THINGS!!! Let

us take a look at REVELATION 9:5:

‘And to them it was given that they should not kill them, but that they should be

tormented FIVE MONTHS:’

The locust army assignment is not to kill, but their assignment is to TORMENT men and

women; boys and girls; this is an ALL-OUT WAR AGAINST THE BODY OF CHRIST; THIS IS WAR

AGAINST THESE LOCUST; these locust are here to not only torment sinners, but they are here

to torment the CHURCH OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST ALSO; the people that walk in the FAVOR

OF GOD will be challenged by these locust army; the people that walk in the GRACE OF GOD

will be TESTED GREATLY by the locust army; these locust don’t want sinners they already have,

but they want the people that are on GOD’S SIDE; according to the HEBREW CALENDAR, there

are 30 days in a Month; this number 30 means the Blood of Christ; to those of you COVERED

in THE REDEMPTIVE AND HEALING BLOOD OF CHRIST, the locust army will attempt to

UNCOVER you; they desire for US to depart from our TRUE COVERING; and THE BLOOD OF

CHRIST IS OUR COVERING from the locust army; the number 30 means DEDICATION; the

locust army will test you because they want to take you from your DEDICATION WALK with

the LORD; please stay dedicated to FATHER; don’t lose your dedication; stay committed unto

FATHER; the number 30 also means SPIRITUAL MATURITY; to those of you saints already

Mature in Christ, STAY MATURE; to those of you that have been BABIES in Christ for 30 years,

GROW UP TODAY; the locust army desires for the BODY OF CHRIST to live in SPIRITUAL

IMMATURITY; BUT THIS IS OUR TIME TO MATURE IN THE THINGS OF GOD! The number 30

means a HIGHER DEGREE of the PERFECTION of DIVINE ORDER; this is the MOMENT and

HOUR to walk in FATHERS DIVINE ORDER AND MATURITY; move on up HIGHER in THE THINGS

OF GOD NOW; don’t wait until SUNDAY to walk in CHRIST; BUT WALK WITH CHRIST TODAY;

the locust army desires for the saints to DENOUNCE the HIGHER CALLING OF GOD, WHICH IS

INSIDE OF CHRIST JESUS.

The locust army will torment mankind for FIVE MONTHS; FIVE MONTHS are

EQUIVALENT TO 150 DAYS; but to those of you that desire to MATURE IN CHRIST: allow this

teaching to Penetrate your body, soul, and spirit in JESUS NAME; I want to show you

something; turn with me to GENESIS 7:24; please put on your spiritual eyes to see this TRUTH

REVEALED; IN JESUS NAME:



‘And the waters PREVAILED upon the earth an HUNDRED AND FIFTY DAYS.’

The waters during the time of the flood prevailed for these many days; nevertheless,

let me show you this TRUTH; water is SYMBOLIC of THE WORD OF GOD, THE HOLY SPIRIT, AND

MANY PEOPLE; during the time when the locust army are released, please allow the WORD

OF GOD, and the POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT TO PREVAIL IN YOUR LIFE; this word PREVAILED

in the HEBREW is the word [GABAR]; this word means STRONG; during the testing of the

locust army, SAINTS please BE STRONG AND STAY STRONG IN THE LORD, AND IN THE POWER

OF HIS MIGHT; this word PREVAILED also means to be VALIANT; this word valiant in the

HEBREW is talking about an ARMY or a BAND OF SOLDIERS; we will be in MUCH SPIRITUAL

WARFARE AGAINST THE LOCUST ARMY; to those of you that will allow the WORD OF GOD TO

PREVAIL in you, you will continue to walk in GOD’S ELECTION OF GRACE; to those of you that

will allow the SPIRIT OF GOD TO PREVAIL INSIDE OF YOU, you will continually walk in the

Tabernacle Realm; and some of you will walk in THE JUBILEE OF GOD; resting and abiding in

the 4th REALM CONTINUALLY; saints of GOD, endure HARDSHIP as a GOOD SOLDIER; because

there is one thing for sure, we will be WARFARING against this locust army when they are

released; ALLOW THE WORD OF GOD TO PREVAIL DURING THE FIVE MONTH PERIOD, OR THE

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY DAYS; take a look at what happens when you do not allow the

WORD OF GOD TO PREVAIL INSIDE OF YOU; GENESIS 8:3:

‘And the WATERS returned from off the earth continually: and after the END of the

HUNDRED and FIFTY DAYS the WATERS were ABATED.’

Look at this truth; when the FIVE MONTH period of the locust army is over, THE

WATERS ABATED; the WORD OF GOD ABATED; the HEBREW WORD for ABATED is the word

[CHACER]; and this word means TO LACK, BE WITHOUT, DECREASE, and HAVE A NEED; the

locust army will do all they can to cause the people of GOD to DECREASE their study time and

their walk time with the WORD OF GOD; the locust army desires for us to lack for thirst

toward THE WORD OF GOD after the FIVE MONTHS or THE HUNDRED FIFTY DAYS; the locust

army desires for the SPIRIT OF GOD to DECREASE in our BODIES, SOULS, AND SPIRITS; and if

they accomplish their goals of causing the GRACE-FAVOR WALKERS to walk away from the

WORD OF GOD AND THE SPIRIT OF GOD, then we, the saints of GOD will ABATE FROM FATHER

PERIOD!!! Don’t allow the locust army to ABATE YOUR WATERS AT THE END OF THE FIVE

MONTH PERIOD, OR THE 150 DAYS; but allow JESUS CHRIST TO PREVAIL IN YOUR LIVES;

BECAUSE JESUS IS THE WORD OF GOD; I am not done with this verse; I am not done with this

fifth trumpet; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.



PART 12

Praise the LORD People of GOD! How are you doing? I hope that FATHERS WORD IS

MATURING YOU; I pray that the Peace of GOD will continue to PERMEATE your lives; allow the

DIVINE GORVERNMENT OF GOD to PENETRATE your BODY, SOUL, and SPIRIT; the KINGDOM

of GOD is not just words, but HIS KINGDOM is POWER!! Allow HIS POWER and AUTHORITY to

REIGN in your natural body; the GOVERNMENT OF FATHERS KINGDOM is upon HIS

SHOULDERS; and HIS KINGDOM SHALL BE NO END! FATHERS KINGDOM IS EVERLASTING TO

EVERLASTING! I just want to thank FATHER for the Insight about this FIFTH SHOFAR BEING

BLOWN ON THE EARTH; can you hear the TRUMPET BLOWING? FATHER IS trying to get our

attention; don’t turn a deaf ear to FATHER; HEAR FATHER AND OBEY FATHER; stop listening to

your friends that do not know GOD; but HEAR what THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD IS SAYING TO

THE CHURCH; we need to HEAR FROM GOD AGAIN; stop listening to the strange winds

blowing in these so-called church buildings; but take HEED to the TRUE WIND and TRUE

DOCTRINE of THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; please take heed to THE TRUE WORD OF GOD; because

JESUS is THE WORD OF GOD! THE REVELATION OF JESUS CHRIST WILL ALWAYS REVEAL JESUS

CHRIST; why talk JESUS, but there is no MANIFESTATION of JESUS CHRIST; if that be the case,

then you know that something is extremely wrong; PURSUE CHRIST; NOT MAN; SEEK CHRIST;

NOT MAN; we must continue LOOKING UNTO JESUS; JESUS MUST BE OUR FOCUS; NOT MAN;

let us move on toward maturity.

We have been discussing the fifth trumpet for a while now; let us go back to

REVELATION 9:5:

‘And to them it was given that they should not kill them, but that they should be

tormented FIVE MONTHS:’

I want to show you another verse or verses that are very profound; and please put on

your spiritual eyes to see what the SPIRIT of GOD is manifesting to the CHURCH; but the

locust army are not released to kill during this period, but they will be here to torment

physical and mental pain to those who did not retain THE SEAL OF GOD IN THEIR FOREHEADS;

please note: the locust army will be released from the pit, but it never said that they were

placed back into the pit; this will be an ONGOING SPIRITUAL WARFARE WITH THESE LOCUST!

After the 150 days, please do not allow the locust army to ABATE you from THE WORD OF

GOD; the word ABATED occurs 21 times in the HEBREW; the number 21 means the EXCEEDING

SINFULNESS OF SIN; sin is the disease that will cause the WATERS or THE WORD OF GOD TO



DECREASE in your lives; and this locust army will use all manners of sins to entice THE GRACE

OF GOD WALKERS; but don’t allow them to cause you to decrease from THE WORD OF GOD;

by FATHERS SPIRIT, I will attempt to show you another truth from GENESIS 8:7-11; take a look

at this saints of GOD:

[7]. ‘And he sent forth a RAVEN, which went TO AND FRO, until the WATERS were

DRIED UP from off the earth.’

This raven is an UNCLEAN BIRD; a raven is symbolic of a demonic spirit; and this raven

or demon went to and fro to do what? Seek whom he may devour; this is what the locust

army will attempt to do: they will attempt to travel to and fro until THE WORD OF GOD is

COMPLETELY DRIED UP OFF THE EARTH; these locust wants to see the saints of GOD DRIED

UP, STIFF, and SPIRITUALLY DEAD! The raven or the locust army will continue to ABATE THE

WORD OF GOD OUT OF THE SUNDAY PULPITS during these five months; allow the TRUTH of

FATHERS WORD to WET YOU and SATURATE YOU COMPLETELY., IN THE NAME OF JESUS!!! Take

a look at GENESIS 8:8; please put on your spiritual eyes to see this truth:

[8]. ‘Also he sent forth a DOVE from him to SEE if the WATERS were ABATED from off

the face of the ground.’

This dove is a CLEAN BIRD; the dove is SYMBOLIC of THE HOLY SPIRIT; and GODS SPIRIT

will be sent forth greatly during the release of the locust army; but during that time of the

locust army, the SPIRIT OF GOD will be sent out to see if THE WORD OF GOD IS LACKING,

DESTITUTE, or DECREASED off the face of the earth; but unfortunately, the WORD will be

ABATED; the WORD OF GOD is ABATED NOW in many pulpits today; we have more of a

WATERED DOWN GOSPEL TODAY; but to those that are able to SEE, they will be able to warn

others about the ABATEMENT of the WORD OF GOD; in order to SEE, you must have the

SPIRIT OF DISCERNMENT; and if you don’t have discernment, PRAY and ask FATHER for

discernment; so that you can SEE what the SPIRIT OF THE LORD is doing in the earth; and if

the water is dried up, then the SPIRIT OF GOD CANNOT STAY in an UNCLEAN TEMPLE; the

DOVE OF GOD see the WATERS ABATED; do you SEE the WATERS ABATED TODAY MONICA?

The locust army wants to stop the DOVES OF GOD FROM SEEING THAT THE WORD OF GOD IS

LACKING IN THE EARTH; we are the doves of God through CHRIST JESUS; during the five

months, the locust army will attempt to take away our SPIRITUAL SIGHT and DISCERNMENT

from THE THINGS OF GOD; get PREPARED TODAY to war against these demonic locust; take a

look at GENESIS 8:9:



[9]. ‘But the DOVE found no rest for the sole of her foot, and she returned unto him

INTO the ark, for the WATERS were on the face of the whole earth; then he put forth his hand,

and took her, and pulled her IN unto him INTO the ARK.’

During the FIVE MONTH period, the locust army will try their best to keep the saints

from finding rest in the ARK OF SAFETY; they will attempt to take away our PEACE OF GOD

that passes all UNDERSTANDING; today is the day for us to grab hold to THE WORD OF GOD

now; while it is available; we must find REST in the ARK of GOD; if the SPIRIT of GOD does not

ABIDE in US, then there will be no rest during the time of the locust army release; we don’t

want the HOLY SPIRIT to abide OUTWARDLY; but we want THE HOLY SPIRIT to dwell INSIDE OF

US; THE WORD OF GOD MUST ABIDE INSIDE OF US;  the locust army desires for us to have an

OUTWARD SHOW, or a FORM OF GODLINESS WITH NO POWER; and if we have a form, then

we have no rest and no power; the locust army do not want FATHERS SPIRIT to DWELL INSIDE

OF US; BE FILLED WITH CHRIST SPIRIT., IN JESUS NAME;  I hope that this teaching has blessed

you tonight; I will discuss verse 10 and 11 soon; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF

JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

PART 13

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I LOVE you Saints of the MOST HIGH;
stay CONNECTED WITH FATHER; HE WILL STAY CONNECTED TO YOU; please
do not deviate from FATHERS WORD; please do not deviate from the spirit of
PRAYER; there is Power in Prayer; we, HIS CHURCH, MUST CONTINUE TO PRAY;
you are too close to your BREAKTHROUGH; it will be a sad mistake if you stop
your PRAYER LIFE; allow the spirit of PRAYER to PERMEATE your BODY, SOUL,
and SPIRIT., IN THE NAME OF JESUS; AMEN!! Father, we pray that you will
RELEASE the SPIRIT OF PRAYER upon YOUR CHURCH; let the wind of YOUR
SPIRIT blow upon our HEARTS; thank you for blowing THE PNEUMA OF PRAYER
UPON US; BY YOUR SPIRIT WE PRAY; IN JESUS NAME., AMEN!!! IT IS TIME TO
PRAY SAINTS OF GOD; I SENSE A GREAT SEASON OF CHANGES COMING VERY
SOON; BE PRAYERFUL, STAY PRAYERFUL, AND MAINTAIN YOUR
WATCHFULNESS., IN JESUS NAME; AMEN!!! Let us move on with FATHER; HE
WILL LEAD, GUIDE, AND DIRECT US, HIS CHURCH; let us take a look at GENESIS
8:10:



‘And he stayed yet other SEVEN DAYS, and again he sent forth the
DOVE out of the ARK.’

GOD is going to send forth HIS SPIRIT upon the earth during the time of the
locust army; but the dove will be sent out for seven days; this number seven
means SPIRITUAL COMPLETION; SPIRITUAL PERFECTION; in other words,
during the time of the locust army warfare, some of the saints will be PERFECTED
during this time; and there will be some people who will allow the DOVE to leave
their ARK OR TEMPLE; to those of you that are Mature in GOD, you will be sent
forth, or commissioned to PREACH the APOSTOLIC ORDER of JESUS CHRIST;
the SPIRIT OF GOD will stay with those that have the seal of GOD in their
FOREHEADS; the saints spiritually prepared, will not be afraid of the locust army;
the APOSTOLIC ORDER OF JESUS CHRIST will be ESTABLISHED wherever they
go; the APOSTOLIC ORDER OF JESUS CHRIST IS THIS: THE DEATH, BURIAL,
RESURRECTION, AND ASCENSION OF JESUS CHRIST; these FOUR
DIMENSIONS OF CHRIST MUST BE PREACHED IN ALL THE LAND; especially
during the time of the locust army release. Please take a look at GENESIS 8:11:

‘And the DOVE came IN TO HIM in the evening: and lo, in her MOUTH
was an OLIVE LEAF pluckt off: so Noah knew that the WATERS were ABATED
from off the earth.’

Saints, please put on your spiritual eyes to see this powerful verse; Noah
had the SPIRIT of GOD inside of him; Noah also saw these locust army in
operation while he lived here on earth; Noah’s name means rest; and Noah rested
in GOD, and in HIS SPIRIT; the flood caused the locust army to be IMPRISONED
during the time of Noah; but some of us will witness the TOTAL DESTRUCTION of
THE LOCUST ARMY; please allow the DOVE or the HOLY SPIRIT to enter you; if
the HOLY SPIRIT IS NOT INSIDE OF YOU, THEN YOU DO NOT HAVE THE SEAL
OF GOD IN YOUR FOREHEAD; the SPIRIT of GOD will cause the Olive Leaf to
dwell inside your Mouth; we will be ANOINTED by FATHERS SPIRIT to Preach,
Teach, and Exhort the wonderful WORDS OF GOD; if you are preaching the Word,
and you don’t have the OLIVE LEAF, or the OIL of GOD in your mouth, then you
are Preaching ANOTHER GOSPEL; the OLIVE LEAF is also SYMBOLIC of THE
HOLY SPIRIT; and if you are PREACHING another Gospel: The SEAL OF GOD IS
NOT IN YOUR MOUTH OR FOREHEAD; just like Noah was a preacher of
righteousness during the time of the locust army; we must be preachers of
CHRIST RIGHTEOUSNESS upon this earth., during the time of the locust army;
and because many so called church folks did not maintain the SPIRIT OF GOD



inside of them, the WATERS were ABATED from off the earth; the WORD OF GOD
WILL NOT STAY, IF THE SPIRIT OF GOD IS QUENCHED INSIDE OF US; do not
QUENCH THE SPIRIT OF GOD; during the time of Noah’s battle with the locust
army in his day, he knew that the WORD OF GOD was abandoned and lacking in
the earth; we are the SPIRITUAL NOAH’S OF TODAY; and we must sound the
trumpet; warning people that the locust army is coming; we must PREACH THE
WORD IN SEASON AND OUT OF SEASON; let the people know that the
Bottomless Pit is LITERAL; now take a look at this: in GENESIS, Noah had
encounters with the locust army; in REVELATION, we must deal with the locust
army also; THE BEGINNING AND THE ENDING; GODS WORD IS FULL CIRCLE
SAINTS OF GOD!!!

Noah knew that the WORD OF GOD was ABATED because Noah had an
Intimate Relationship with THE WORD OF GOD, and with THE SPIRIT OF GOD;
don’t let Noah be the Exception, but let this be the norm in a Believers Walk with
Christ; GOD IS SEEKING INTIMACY FROM HIS CHURCH!!! When the Word of
GOD was Abated from off the earth, the DOVE returned no more; please don’t
Grieve, Blaspheme, or Quench the SPIRIT OF GOD; whereby we are sealed unto
the day of REDEMPTION; to those of you attending churches, and you know that
the WORD OF GOD is ABATED; the SPIRIT OF GOD will not stay in that place
MUCH LONGER; get away from the ABATED WORD OF GOD church buildings;
those buildings are OPEN TARGETS for the locust army to destroy them; SEEK
FATHER WHILE HE MAY BE FOUND! The number seven comes from the word
[ZAYIN]; this word zayin means WEAPON and CUT OFF; please REMEMBER: THE
WEAPONS OF OUR WARFARE ARE NOT CARNAL, BUT MIGHTY THROUGH GOD
TO THE PULLING DOWN OF STRONG HOLDS; the locust army are STRONG
HOLDS; when they enter people, they do not want to leave; but they will LEAVE
by the REDEMPTIVE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST!!! In order for us to see these
locusts destroyed, we must walk in the spirit; and we must WALK IN THE SPIRIT
OF GOD CONTINUALLY! SAINTS OF GOD, PREPARE YOURSELF! THE TRUMPET
IS BLOWING RIGHT NOW; HEAR THE SOUND OF FATHERS TRUMPET! ALLOW
HIS WORD TO BLOW IN YOUR EARS; I am not done with this trumpet; the
trumpets are SERMONS, TEACHINGS, and MESSAGES that must be DECLARED
into ALL THE EARTH! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS
CHRIST...



“Subtitle: It is TIME to BLOW THE TRUMPETS”

PART 14

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that you are enjoying THE WORD
OF GOD; please give FATHER HIS GLORY; stop taking HIS GLORY; give HIM HIS
props; HE DESERVES ALL THE PRAISE! We are really NOTHING WITHOUT THE
LORD JESUS CHRIST; without HIM, MANY of us would be DEAD LITERALLY! SAY
YES to FATHERS WILL! Your will or agenda will lead you into the OUTER COURT;
both in this life, and in the life to come; our lives do not stop because we are
placed in the casket; but our life begins beyond the casket, grave, and the
cemetery; we must put our crazy agendas aside, and allow FATHERS WILL to be
FIRST IN OUR LIVES!!! Please hear what the SPIRIT of THE LORD is saying to HIS
CHURCH! In the OUTER COURT, there is MUCH TORMENT! Why be in torment if
you can be at PEACE WITH GOD? Allow FATHERS PEACE to PERMEATE YOUR
ENTIRE BEING COMPLETELY; IN JESUS NAME!! If our will do not ALIGN with
FATHERS WILL, then we are wasting our time; FATHERS WILL must be FIRST and
FOREMOST; aren’t you tired of doing things your way? Your way or ways will not
work, but they will lead you to DESTRUCTION! This message is for someone
reading these teachings; stop putting your AGENDA before FATHER; if you keep
doing this, you will not be around much LONGER! Let us move on to MATURITY!

We have been on the fifth trumpet for a while now; but there is another
truth that you need to see; a very powerful truth will be revealed tonight; it is time
for the apostles, prophets, evangelist, pastors and teachers to BLOW THE
TRUMPETS! WARN THE PEOPLE ABOUT THESE LOCUST DEMONS COMING ON
THE EARTH AGAIN; I REPEAT: THEY ARE COMING TO THE EARTH AGAIN!!!!
PLEASE DO NOT BRUSH THESE TRUMPETS OFF, AS IF THIS IS A GAME; BUT
PREACH THE TRUE WORD OF GOD; JESUS IS THE WORD OF GOD! Take a look
at EXODUS 10:12:

‘And the LORD said unto MOSES, STRETCH OUT thine hand over the
LAND OF EGYPT for the LOCUSTS, that they may come up upon the land of
EGYPT, and eat every herb of the land, even all that the hail hath left.’

Monica, I want you to see this sweetheart: Who was told by the LORD to
stretch forth his hand for the LOCUSTS? The answer is MOSES; MOSES was
instructed by the LORD to stretch forth his hand! Do you see this saints of GOD?



The men and women of GOD are the ones that will be Instructed by the LORD to
BLOW THE FIFTH TRUMPET; the men and women of GOD are the ones that will
blow these sermons and messages of the FIFTH TRUMPET into the earth; and
after they preach this sermon, the locust army will be released eventually... The
MOSES COMPANY will STRETCH FORTH THEIR HANDS OVER THE LAND FOR
THE LOCUSTS; but here’s the thing: the locust army will be released over the
land of EGYPT; EGYPT is SYMBOLIC of SLAVERY, BONDAGE, and OPPRESSION;
the locusts army intent is to bring THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST INTO
SLAVERY, BONDAGE, AND OPPRESSION; to those people that did not maintain
the SEAL OF GOD IN THEIR FORHEADS, they will be subject to GREAT
BONDAGE from the locust army; the locust army will be released to EAT EVERY
HERB OF THE LAND; herbs are SYMBOLIC of MEAT; and MEAT is interpreted in
scripture as the WORD OF GOD; take a look at ST. JOHN 6:27:

‘Labour not for the MEAT which PERISHETH, but for the MEAT which
endureth unto EVERLASTING LIFE, which the SON of man shall give unto you:
for HIM hath GOD the FATHER SEALED.’

The locust army will be released to take away the WORD OF GOD from off
the earth; but because many people are working toward carnal things, they will be
spiritually consumed by the locust army; THE TRUE WORD OF GOD IS SEALED;
JESUS CHRIST IS SEALED; and those that labor for the MEAT that will not
PERISH is SEALED ALSO!!! However, the locust army will be released by GOD
through HIS TWO WITNESSES COMPANY; they will be the Men and Women of
GOD preaching and teaching THE WORD OF GOD on the land; to those of you
that are in BONDAGE today, allow the LORD JESUS CHRIST TO SET YOU FREE!
DON’T PUT OFF WHAT CAN BE DONE TODAY; the Grace of GOD will still be on
the earth during the time of the locust army release; but why wait that long to
receive FATHERS GRACE? RECEIVE FATHERS GRACE TODAY; don’t walk away
from the GRACE OF GOD! WALK TOWARD FATHERS GRACE TODAY! ASK
FATHER TO SAVE YOU TODAY; REPENT OF YOUR SINS TODAY! The locust army
are way more GRIEVOUS than python, leviathan, shachal, belan, and pohal; these
locusts are STRONG MEN DEMONS!!! TAKE HEED, UNLESS YOU FALL!!! If you
are still laboring for the meat to satisfy your flesh, you are already INFLUENCED
by the locust army!!! THE WORD OF GOD WILL NOT PERISH! THE BREAD OF
HEAVEN WILL NOT BE DESTROYED! GRAB HOLD OF JESUS NOW; EAT HIS
BREAD BECAUSE HIS BREAD WILL NEVER PERISH! JESUS IS THE BREAD OF
LIFE!!! Take a look at EXODUS 10:13:



‘And MOSES STRETCHED FORTH HIS ROD over the land of EGYPT,
and the LORD brought an EAST WIND upon the land all that day, and all that
night; and when it was morning, the EAST WIND brought the locusts.’

The MOSES COMPANY CHURCH will stretch forth their ROD; a rod is
SYMBOLIC of DISCIPLINE or CORRECTION; the ROD OF CORRECTION IS THE
WORD OF GOD; they will PREACH THE WORD OF GOD, EVEN WHEN THE WIND
IS BLOWING; the locust army will BLOW EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE to keep
people in BONDAGE; they will send out all types of FALSE TEACHINGS while
they are released out of the BOTTOMLESS PIT; the MOSES COMPANY will
counteract these FALSE DOCTRINES with THE TRUE BREAD FROM HEAVEN;
there will be an continuation of phony teachings in the land; AND MUCH
SPIRITUAL WARFARE against the locust army; PURSUE THE TRUE WORD OF
GOD RIGHT NOW; PLEASE STOP REJECTING THE TRUE WORD OF GOD; IF YOU
DO, YOU WILL REGRET IT; I am not done with this TRUMPET; GROW IN GRACE
AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 15

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that you are enjoying these
teachings about the fifth trumpet; it is a Blessing to be in Communion with
FATHER; it is time for US to Commune with HIM like never before; we must
continue to talk to HIM; in the good times and in the bad times; HE IS OUR GOD;
and FATHER LOVES US VERY MUCH! Also, when you are not too busy in your
schedule, Tell someone that you love them; FATHER has Poured HIS LOVE upon
US; now it is time for us to POUR HIS LOVE upon others; THE LOVE OF CHRIST
IS CONTAGIOUS IN A GOOD WAY; FATHERS LOVE is ABLE to Penetrate our
BODIES, SOULS, AND SPIRITS; Father, please POUR your LOVE upon US; so that
we may CONTINUE to walk in YOUR LOVE; allow your Love to Overtake our entire
being; so that we may share your LOVE with others; by the POWER of YOUR
REDEMPTIVE BLOOD; and by the POWER of YOUR SPIRIT; in JESUS
NAME…AMEN!!! It is time for US to fall in LOVE with FATHER ALL OVER AGAIN;
and the More we LOVE FATHER, the more we are able to LOVE others
EFFECTIVELY!!!

Remember in Part 14, we discussed that the MOSES COMPANY are the
ones that FATHER will use to cause the pit to be opened because of the fifth



trumpet being Preached? Let us move on with some more insight about the
locusts in EXODUS 10:12 and EXODUS 10:13; the LORD said unto Moses to
‘STRETCH OUT THINE HAND.’ The LORD told Moses to STRETCH; this shows
you the Obedience of Moses unto GOD; the Moses Company will continue to
Obey FATHER; Stretch out thine HAND; there are five fingers on our hand; five is
the number of GRACE and FAVOR; this number five also is indicative of the
apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers; it is time for the
FIVE-FOLDERS to STRETCH OUT our Hands; it is time for us to OBEY the
WORDS OF THE LORD! When you Stretch Out to God, it is a sign of TOTAL
SURRENDER unto GOD; when you surrender to GOD, you have completely SOLD
OUT TO THE LORD JESUS CHRIST! This word STRETCH in the Hebrew means to
BOW DOWN; the Moses Company are TRUE WORSHIPPERS unto FATHER; they
will WORSHIP FATHER in SPIRIT AND IN TRUTH! They refuse to walk in
DARKNESS; this word STRETCH is PRESENT TENSE; this stretching forth is a
Prophetic Word; not only was this STRETCHING FORTH performed by Moses; but
FATHER knew that there will be other MOSES’ that will SURRENDER
THEMSELVES UNTO FATHER., stretching out unto HIM!!!

In verse 12, Moses STRETCHED FORTH HIS ROD; this Moses had extended
his Rod before; and now he is Stretching his Rod again; this ROD OF
CORRECTION IS THE WORD OF GOD!! Thy ROD and thy Staff they Comfort Me;
the Rod of God is also the Comforter; the Comforter is the SPIRIT OF GOD; the
Holy Spirit will Comfort the Moses Company; along with the WORD OF GOD
COMFORTING THE MOSES COMPANY; I know that you have stretched out your
rod before, but it is time to stretch forth the ROD OF GOD in these last days; the
Moses Company are willing to allow the ROD OF GOD to CORRECT THEM and
DISCIPLINE THEM; they will Preach and Teach THE WORD OF GOD out of their
Obedience and LOVE for FATHER; another definition for this word STRETCHED in
the Hebrew is the word PERVERT; to pervert something means to TWIST; the
Moses Company will not PERVERT nor TWIST the SCRIPTURES to suit their
hidden or evil agendas; they are called to UN-TWIST FALSE DOCTRINES; they
will declare THE TRUTH OF GODS WORD; they are not trying to impress the
RELIGIOUS FOLK, BUT THEY DESIRE TO PLEASE THEIR FATHER! The MOSES
COMPANY will Preach the WORD until the EAST WIND OF FALSE TEACHINGS are
BLOWN AWAY into the bottomless pit; take a look at EXODUS 10:14:

‘And the LOCUSTS went up over all the land of EGYPT, and RESTED
in all the coasts of EGYPT: very GRIEVOUS were they; before them there were no
such LOCUSTS as they, neither after them be such.’



This locust army will be released to bring people who are saved, back into
physical and spiritual BONDAGE; these locust will do all they can to put the
People of GOD back into severe slavery; these locust desire to REST inside of
your Body, Soul, and Spirit; they want to rest inside of us, so that we cannot be
free from our Bondages; but be FREE FROM THE LAW OF SIN AND DEATH
TODAY; THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD; do not allow this locust army to
find rest inside of you; RESIST THEM BY THE POWER OF CHRIST REDEMPTIVE
BLOOD; stop being comfortable with SIN; the more comfortable you are with SIN,
the more you will be INFLUENCED by these demonic locusts; when these locust
are released, they desire to POSSESS people; not just INFLUENCE people; this
word rested in the Hebrew means to SETTLE DOWN; don’t allow these locust to
settle in your life; REST IN THE LORD JESUS CHRIST TODAY; this word also
means to WITHDRAW; these locust want US to WITHDRAW FROM THE FAITH;
giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS, and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS; the locust army
are seducing spirits that will be released upon the earth to seduce people with
False Teachings; the locust army are very GRIEVOUS; this word grievous in the
Hebrew means Severe, Difficult, Heavy, and LADEN; the locusts will be released
to make the people on earth Lives very Heavy; and if they make you heavy, they
have taken away your GARMENT OF PRAISE; they desire to LADEN YOU; and if
you are laden, that means that you have allowed these locusts to cause you to
stop LEARNING about THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; once you stop learning about
the LORD, you have stopped putting time in STUDYING THE WORD OF GOD;
JESUS IS HERE TO GIVE YOU REST; JESUS SAID TAKE MY YOKE UPON YOU
AND LEARN OF ME; FOR MY YOKE IS EASY, AND MY BURDEN IS LIGHT; do not
allow the locust army to take you back into OPPRESSION, DEPRESSION, AND
BONDAGE; BUT RUN TOWARD JESUS CHRIST RIGHT NOW!!! RUN, I SAY, RUN
TO JESUS RIGHT NOW, BEFORE THE LOCUST ARMY ARE RELEASED! I am not
done with this fifth trumpet; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF
JESUS CHRIST.

PART 16

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that the WORD OF GOD is flowing
steady inside of your lives; allow FATHERS WORD to SHAPE you into HIS IMAGE;
our desire should be: to be shaped and formed into FATHERS IMAGE; our desire
should be:  to look like HIM; we are so busy desiring to be the next Benny Hinn or
TD Jakes; but our desire should be FOCUSED on THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; I



don’t want to be like these earthly carnal preachers here on earth; but I desire to
be TRANSFORMED into the Image of Christ through HIS SPIRIT; why have
seminars teaching you how to grow your church buildings? That is so CARNAL
and DEADLY; but where is JESUS in the EQUATION? What happened to ‘ITS ALL
ABOUT HIM?! Not all about JIM; IT REALLY IS ALL ABOUT THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST; you can have 20,000 members, but if CHRIST IS NOT IN THE PICTURE,
then YOU only have 20,000 members; 20,000 members without CHRIST=
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING!! Why are you So-called Preachers competing against
one another? This is not a CARNIVAL! IT SUPPOSE TO BE ALL ABOUT JESUS
CHRIST! If you are Competing against other Preachers, you sir, or ma’am, are
very DEMONIC!!! Please find out what your calling really is; maybe you should
become a member of WHEEL OF FORTUNE or JEOPARDY; and you may win
preacher; YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE! STOP THAT MESS SIR; STOP THAT MESS
MAAM; TIME IS RUNNING OUT; GROW UP ASAP!!! People are DYING and
DWELLING in the OUTER COURT; but you are too BUSY COMPETING AGAINST
ONE ANOTHER; THAT IS PATHETIC!! God is not going to honor that type of
IMMATURITY; it is time to MATURE IN CHRIST; THIS IS NOT FAMILY FEUD!
SOULS ARE AT STAKE; THIS AINT NO COMPETITION preachers! ENOUGH
ALREADY!!

We have been discussing about the locust army through the Old
Testament; Moses had an encounter with locusts; these locust were sent out
because of Judgment against Pharaoh; however, these locust will be sent out
from the pit because of TRIBULATION and TESTING; and these locust are
released because of Judgment also; especially to those people that do have THE
SEAL OF GOD INSIDE OF THEIR FOREHEADS; do you have FATHERS SEAL IN
YOUR FOREHEAD? If not, please REPENT of your sins; say YES to the LORD
JESUS CHRIST today! There are SO-CALLED PREACHERS PREACHING TODAY,
BUT they do not have THE SEAL OF GOD IN THEIR FOREHEADS; What? Are you
Serious? I sure am SERIOUS! The Seal of GOD must be MAINTAINED, KEPT, and
PRESERVED; nevertheless, there are still preachers without the SEAL OF GOD;
and they will be JUDGED by the locust army also; these locust are not just for
sinners, but they are released for so-called saints also; somebody needs to tell
the TRUTH about these locust; these locust are extremely demonic because they
are demons; we must Maintain the SEAL OF GOD IN OUR BODIES, SOULS, and
SPIRITS; the SEAL OF GOD must be PRESERVED in our ATTITUDES, EMOTIONS,
and MINDSETS; if not, the locust have ACCESS to enter US also; please take a
look at EXODUS 10:15:



‘For they COVERED the FACE of the WHOLE EARTH, so that the land
was DARKENED;’ [part of verse 15].

When the locust army are released, they will possess people; encouraging
more COVERING TEACHINGS; man is not our Covering; JESUS CHRIST is OUR
COVERING; your apostle, pastor, and bishop are not your covering; but the
influences of the locust are already here on earth; because some of you are
BLINDED by this FALSE TEACHING on MAN being your COVERING; if man is
your covering, where is JESUS IN YOUR SPIRITUAL EQUATION? The locust army
will influence many Preachers to RE-ITERATE the Covering Teaching; and if that
is the case, those preachers are POSSESSED by those locust demons; Monica,
isn’t that sad? The locust army wants to cover the Face of the WHOLE EARTH;
THEY COVERED THE FACE; this word Face in some cases in the Old Testament
deals with the PRESENCE OF GOD; the demonic locusts of REVELATION
CHAPTER 9 will do all they can to BLOCK, HALT, or STOP the FLOW OF GODS
PRESENCE AMONGST THE BELIEVERS IN CHRIST; stay in FATHERS PRESENCE,
so that even when they are released from the pit, the PRESENCE of GOD will
continue in your lives; Peniel is one of the Angels that USHERS IN THE
PRESENCE OF GOD; there will be much SPIRITUAL WARFARE on Earth, trying to
Block Peniel from USHERING the Presence of GOD on the earth; these locust
army will do SPIRITUAL WARFARE against JEHOEL; he is another Angel of God
that Ushers in the Presence of GOD also; these locust wants our FACE to stay
CARNAL; they don’t want our FACES to be COVERED BY THE PRESENCE OF
JESUS CHRIST; this word FACE also means FOUNTAIN, WELL, and PRESENCE; a
FOUNTAIN and a WELL consists of what? The answer to this question is WATER;
WATER IS SYMBOLIC OF THE WORD OF GOD, AND THE HOLY SPIRIT; WATER IS
ALSO SYMBOLIC OF PEOPLES, NATIONS, AND TONGUES; the locust army will
be released to TRY TO take away the WORD OF GOD, THE HOLY SPIRIT, AND THE
PEOPLE FROM THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; DON’T LET THE LOCUST ARMY
BECOME YOUR COVERING; if the locust are our COVERING, then I would like to
guarantee where your DESTINY WILL BE: THE OUTER COURT!!! WHERE THERE
ARE WEEPING AND GNASHING OF TEETH!!!

The Locust Army desires to cover the WHOLE EARTH WITH DARKNESS!!!
When they are released, there will be a level of darkness that we have never seen
before; THERE HAS BEEN TOO MUCH BUBBLE GUM TEACHINGS ON THE BOOK
OF REVELATION!!! MONICA, I AINT PLAYING; THIS IS REAL TO ME!!! This word
Darkened in the HEBREW means to WITHHOLD LIGHT; JESUS IS THE LIGHT; the
locust army would love to stop the LIGHT OF CHRIST FROM FLOWING ON THIS
EARTH; but if we are WALKING IN FATHERS LIGHT, THE LOCUST ARMY WILL



NOT WITHHOLD THE LIGHT; but to those of you playing CHURCH, the LIGHT OF
CHRIST IS ALREADY WITHHELD; WE MUST LET OUR LIGHT SHINE, SO THAT
MEN WILL SEE OUR GOOD WORKS, BUT THEY WILL GLORIFY FATHER; THEY
WILL NOT GLORIFY MAN; THEY WILL CONSTANTLY GLORIFY FATHER! The
locust army will be Released; do not SLEEP on these TEACHINGS; and if you do
sleep on these teachings: then my friend, YOU HAVE OVERSLEPT; WAKE UP THY
SLEEPY HEAD BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE; STOP COMPETING!!! BECOME MORE
PRAYERFUL!!! I am not done with the locust army teaching; GROW IN GRACE
AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 17

Praise the LORD EVERYBODY! Let everything that has breath, PRAISE YE
THE LORD! With all your Heart, give GOD the PRAISE, HONOR, and GLORY!!!
OUR FATHER IS WORTHY OF ALL THE PRAISE; HE IS WORTHY OF ALL
WORSHIP; WORSHIP HIM in SPIRIT and in TRUTH; WE WORSHIP YOU FATHER
GOD; WE PRAISE YOUR HOLY NAME!!! YOU ARE TRULY WORTHY LORD; WE
SAY YES TO YOUR WILL; WE SAY YES TO YOUR WAYS; WE SAY YES TO YOUR
KINGDOM; WE SAY YES TO YOUR RIGHTEOUSNESS!!! THANK YOU FATHER
BECAUSE YOU ARE GOD ALL BY YOURSELF!!! WE PRAISE YOU
CONTINUALLY!! YES LORD; WE SAY YES TO YOU FATHER; LET YOUR WILL BE
DONE ON EARTH, AS IT ALREADY IS IN HEAVEN; IT DON’T MATTER WHERE
YOU ARE, GIVE GOD HIS HONOR TODAY; GIVE GOD HIS GLORY TODAY; WHAT
ARE YOU WAITING ON? HE DESERVES OUR PRAISE!!! GIVE GOD HIS PRAISE
TODAY!!! IF you do not know the LORD, get to know HIM TODAY; TODAY, IF YOU
HEAR HIS VOICE, HARDEN NOT YOUR HEART; ASK FATHER TO SAVE YOU,
SANCTIFY YOU, AND FILL YOU WITH HIS HOLY SPIRIT; REPENT OF YOUR SINS
TODAY; FATHER IS FAITHFUL and JUST; and HE will CLEANSE you from ALL
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS!!! ALLOW FATHER TO CLEANSE YOU and SET YOU FREE
TODAY!!! DON’T JUST PRAISE HIM WITH YOUR LIPS, PRAISE HIM FROM YOUR
HEART!!! DON’T JUST WORSHIP HIM BECAUSE MUSIC IS BEING PLAYED, BUT
WORSHIP HIM FROM YOUR HEART!!! GOD is looking for HONESTY and
SINCERITY; WORSHIP HIM WITH ALL YOUR HEART, SOUL, and MIND!!!

We have been teaching on the fifth trumpet; the fifth trumpet is a
PROPHETIC WORD; this trumpet will come to PASS; this Sermon must be
preached throughout the land; this message must be taught throughout the
earth; the fifth trumpet is sounding today; LOUD and CLEAR!! Can you hear the
SOUND of the SHOFAR BLOWING? HE THAT HATH AN EAR, LET HIM or HER
HEAR what the SPIRIT of THE LORD is saying to HIS CHURCH!!! The locust army



has not been released from the pit yet, but they will be released; PREPARE
YOURSELVES FOR BATTLE; there will be GREAT SPIRITUAL WARFARE when the
locust are released; this is the 17th part to this trumpet; the number 17 means
VICTORY; we will be VICTORIOUS against the locust army THROUGH JESUS
CHRIST OUR LORD!!! The REDEMPTIVE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST WILL
APPREHEND THE LOCUST ARMY; and THE WORD OF GOD WILL BURN THESE
LOCUST UP; THE SWORD OF THE SPIRIT WILL CUT OFF THE LOCUST HEADS;
IN THE MIGHTY NAME OF JESUS!!! Do not be afraid, but PREPARE THYSELF TO
STAND AGAINST THE LOCUST ARMY, IN JESUS NAME!!! Let us take a look at
EXODUS 10:19:

‘And the Lord TURNED a MIGHTY STRONG WEST WIND, which took
away the LOCUSTS, and CAST THEM into the RED SEA; there remained not one
locust in all the coasts of EGYPT.’

There is a Mighty Strong Wind that will take the locusts away: and that
Wind is the POWER OF THE HOLY GHOST; the Ruwach or PNEUMA of GOD will
blow these Locust away; The Rushing Mighty Wind of GOD will always blow these
locusts away; there is no other wind that can blow these locust into the RED SEA;
the Red Sea is WATER; and WATER is symbolic of the WORD OF GOD; the WORD
will Burn the locust alive., through Christ our LORD!!! The Spirit of GOD will turn
the FALSE WINDS OF DOCTRINE into the Red Sea; The Spirit of God will blow
away the False Teachings of the locust army; and there remained not one locust
in all the coasts of EGYPT; let us go back to the book of REVELATION 9:7:

‘And the SHAPES of the locusts were like unto HORSES PREPARED
unto BATTLE’; [part of verse 7]...

These locust are demonic spirits; this is not China People of GOD; but
these are demons; this word shapes is the GREEK WORD [ HOMOIOMA]; and this
word shapes mean A FORM; these locust have a FORM of godliness; they want
us to believe that they are godly creatures; but THEY ARE NOT!!! This word
shapes also mean LIKENESS, RESEMBLANCE, and SIMILITUDE; these locusts
look like horses; but they are not horses; they are demonic spirits!!! These locust
are like shape-shifters; they can change themselves into different forms and
similitudes; they have the ability to look like horses, women, men, and children;
they change their form according to the need to do evil!!! These demons are the
ones behind the homosexual spirit also; these locust can ASSIMILATE; THEY
CAN TRANSFORM INTO MANY DIFFERENT FORMS; they are very nasty
creatures!!! These locust can transform into many types of different



animal/creatures; these locust are behind men wanting to be with men; women
wanting to be with women; and there is more for you to see later on in this
teaching; the SHAPES OF THE LOCUSTS; not the SHAPE of the locust; these
locusts change into MANY SHAPES and FORMS; FATHER wants us to know this
truth about these demons; the locusts are compared to horses because horses
are SYMBOLIC of WAR; there will be Great Warfare against this locust army; and
if these locust are compared to horses, it also means that they are VERY SWIFT;
VERY FAST; these locust can move to many TERRITORIES very QUICKLY; and
these locust are PREPARED unto BATTLE; this word Prepared is the Greek Word
[ HETOIMAZO]; this word means to make ready; and it also means adjusted; they
are prepared to Battle against the CHURCH; question: ARE YOU PREPARED TO
DO BATTLE AGAINST THEM? I sure hope so; and if they are horses prepared,
that means that they are organized; we must be ORGANIZED to battle these
locust THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD!!!

Last, but not Least: this word BATTLE is the GREEK WORD [POLEMOS];
this word means FIGHT, WARFARE; a SINGLE ENCOUNTER or a SERIES of
BATTLES or WARFARE; this word also means to be ENGAGED IN WARFARE; this
word also means a TOWN with WALLS of GREATER or LESS SIZE; DO YOU GET
MY DRIFT? These locust are STRONG HOLD DEMONS; they build up walls to
keep you inside of those walls; once they enter a person, they will not come out
so quickly and easy!!! But THEY WILL COME OUT IN JESUS NAME!!! WE HAVE
AUTHORITY OVER THE ENEMY through JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD!!!

The CHURCH OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST will be the Ones engaged in
SPIRITUAL WARFARE against the locust army; some of you will have a single
encounter with the locust army; but some of you will be engaged in a SERIES OF
SPIRITUAL WARFARE AGAINST THE LOCUST ARMY; the UNSAVED will not be in
warfare against this locust army; but if you are part of the NEW JERUSALEM
FROM ABOVE CHURCH, you will be the one ENGAGED IN WARFARE AGAINST
THESE LOCUST; PREPARE YOURSELF TODAY; DO NOT WAIT TWO YEARS
FROM NOW TO PREPARE; PREPARE, PREPARE, AND PREPARE YOURSELF;
THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD; I am not done with this locust army; I am
not done with this fifth trumpet; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF
JESUS CHRIST.

PART 18



Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that you are GROWING and
Maturing inside of FATHER; I hope that your day with FATHER are always good
days; allow HIM to penetrate your lives, so that you will have a better perspective
of who HE IS; FATHER is ready to REVEAL and MANIFEST HIMSELF unto HIS
PEOPLE; open up your door, and allow FATHER to dine and SUP with you; we are
in the last days PEOPLE of GOD; and we are WITNESSING the TRIBULATION OF
CREATION on a GLOBAL LEVEL; do not fall asleep to what is going on in the
earth; it is time for FATHERS CHURCH to stay PRAYERFUL unto HIM; and it is
time for the CHURCH OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST to stay WATCHFUL; WATCH
AND PRAY!!! It is time for US to WAKE UP from any type of SPIRITUAL SLEEP; it
is time for THE CHURCH to keep our EYES WIDE OPEN to what is going on in the
earth and what is going on in these church buildings; if you are in a church
building FULL OF BONDAGE, LEAVE!!! PLEASE LEAVE QUICK, FAST, AND IN A
HURRY!!! We are now on the 18th teaching today, and the number 18 means
BONDAGE; why stay in Bondage if you don’t have to stay in BONDAGE? There
are many people that FATHER are calling out of CHURCH BUILDINGS TODAY; the
more BONDAGE that you are in, the MORE TAINTED THAT YOU BECOME; be
SATURATED WITH THE TRUTH OF FATHERS WORD; YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE A
MEMBER of THE LAW OF SIN and DEATH; but TODAY, become a member of THE
LAW OF THE SPIRIT OF LIFE., but here is the thing: THE LAW OF THE SPIRIT OF
LIFE IS INSIDE OF CHRIST JESUS OUR LORD!!! If you are not a member of THE
LAW of THE SPIRIT OF LIFE, become a MEMBER TODAY!!! ALL you have to do is
say YES TO THE LORD JESUS CHRIST TODAY!!! Jesus is the only ONE that can
offer you this MEMBERSHIP; BECOME A MEMBER TODAY! Don’t be concerned
about how much money does it cost to become a member, JESUS PAID THE
PRICE WITH HIS BLOOD; HIS REDEMPTIVE BLOOD and HIS HEALING BLOOD
are AVAILABLE TODAY!!!

We have been spending much time on these locust, but you need to hear
this TRUTH; in REVELATION 9:4, Father commanded the locusts not to hurt the
GRASS of the EARTH, neither any GREEN THING, and Neither any TREE;
HOWEVER, these DEMONIC LOCUST are the ones that are assigned to take away
another form of GREEN THINGS: they TAKE AWAY MONEY, WEALTH, and
PROSPERITY!!! About two years ago, the LORD gave me a Word to tell this
person that the locust army are coming to take away her GREEN THINGS; to
make a long story short, that person is now bankrupt, lost her home, and many
other things she lost; although the locusts army are not released from the pit yet,
but their INFLUENCE are GREATLY RELEASED during the Months of
MAY-SEPTEMBER; and this person REFUSED and REJECTED the SEAL OF GOD
IN her FOREHEAD!!! Don’t Refuse FATHERS SEAL People of GOD; ACCEPT HIM



NOW; DO NOT REJECT HIM!!! Let us take a look at REVELATION 9:7, the second
part of the verse:

‘And on their HEADS were as it were CROWNS like GOLD, and their
FACES were as the FACES of MEN.’

These locust have many Heads; but this locust army would love to control
your Brain, Eyes, Nose, Ears, Mouth, and Taste; these locust wants to control our
FIVE SENSES; and if they control your natural senses, then your SPIRITUAL
SENSES are DULL also; and these locust desire to take away the SPIRIT of
DISCERNMENT from THE CHURCH of THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; this word
HEADS in the GREEK is the word [KEPHALE]; the English word is CEPHALIC;
please pray for spiritual discernment; we will need it to WAR against this locust
army; this word [KEPHALE] also means SEIZING and most READILY TAKEN
HOLD OF; seizing deals with taking forcibly and suddenly; these locust are the
demons that were here in GENESIS CHAPTER 6; they took those women and had
babies with those women; they raped those women and killed women also; these
demons like to take people BY FORCE; these demons desire to take the Kingdom
of GOD by FORCE; but they will not defeat the CHURCH OF THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST!!! WE WIN. IN THE MIGHTY NAME OF JESUS!!! They have Heads; heads
also mean AUTHORITY, POWER, and COVERING; don’t let these locust become
your Covering; JESUS IS OUR COVERING; MAN IS NOT YOUR COVERING; MEN
and WOMEN of GOD, keep your HEAD COVERED WITH THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST CONTINUALLY!!! These locust will possess Men and Women when they
are released; and you still want MAN to be YOUR COVERING? I hope that works
out for you! These locusts are HIGHLY ARROGANT!!! They really think that they
have ALL AUTHORITY and POWER; but it is the LORD JESUS CHRIST THAT HAS
ALL AUTHORITY and POWER in ALL THINGS!!! This will be a BATTLE of a
LIFETIME with these locust!!! PREPARE YOURSELVES SAINTS OF GOD!!!
CHRIST IS THE HEAD OR HEADS OF HIS CHURCH!!! If you are not a member of
JESUS CHRIST, the locust army will DESTROY YOU!

And these locust had CROWNS like GOLD; the Greek Word for Crowns is
the word [ STEPHANOS]; this crown is a wreath crown; this crown is worn when
you have been in competition, and you are the winner; the stephanos crown is
the VICTORY CROWN; I told you that these locust are EXTREMELY ARROGANT;
in their Heads, they feel that they were victorious while they were here in
GENESIS CHAPTER 6; WE, THE CHURCH OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST HAVE
THE VICTORY THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD!!! JESUS IS THE VICTOR!!!
NOT THE locust army!!! The saints of GOD are the Ones that will wear the



VICTORY CROWNS in the end! These Crowns to them are a Badge of Royalty; but
WE, CHRIST CHURCH, are a ROYAL PRIESTHOOD and a HOLY NATION!!! Do not
be afraid of the locust army!! FATHER ALWAYS CAUSETH US TO TRIUMPH!!!
These locust wants us to think that they are all powerful, but JESUS IS ALL
POWERFUL!! JESUS WILL COMPLETELY DESTROY THE LOCUST ARMY!!!
PLEASE STAY AND BE ENCOURAGED PEOPLE OF GOD!!! I am not done with
verse 7; and I am not done sounding the TRUMPET OF GOD!!! GROW IN GRACE
AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST…

P.S. The reason why these locust are wearing Crowns, mankind gave their
authority to these locust., while they were here on this earth; let FATHER BE
YOUR HEAD., then MANKIND can be SAVED…I LOVE YOU SAINTS OF THE MOST
HIGH!

PART 19

Praise the LORD People of GOD!!! I hope that you are enjoying these
teachings; I hope that you are allowing the LORD to use you for HIS GLORY!!! We
are now on part 19; I really thank FATHER for this; the number 19 means FAITH;
PLEASE place your Trust in THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; HE WILL NOT FAIL YOU;
PLEASE STAY OBEDIENT TO FATHER; our Faith is not just BELIEVING, but our
FAITH is PREDICATED around Believing, Trusting, and Obeying; when you truly
BELIEVE in the LORD, you will have no problem TRUSTING HIM and OBEYING
HIM;  but our question should be: DO YOU REALLY TRUST HIM, BELIEVE HIM,
and OBEY HIM? By FAITH, Enoch was TRANSLATED; WHY? Because he
PLEASED GOD; now, here is another word added to this FAITH EQUATION:
PLEASING FATHER!! So many of you are so busy trying to please man; so many
of you are so busy trying to please all your family; so many of you are so busy
trying to PLEASE your apostles, your prophets, your evangelists, your pastors
and your teachers; but how many of you are LIVING TO PLEASE GOD? Your
family is not GOD; man is not GOD; the leaders of your church building are not
GOD; but you treat them as your god; But WITHOUT FAITH, it is IMPOSSIBLE TO
PLEASE GOD!!! If you are operating OUTSIDE of FAITH, YOU ARE NOT
PLEASING FATHER; if you want your LIFE to be TRANSLATED IN CHRIST, then
our DESIRE must be AIMED to PLEASE GOD!!! Pleasing GOD must be a continual



and constant PROCESS; Enoch did not please GOD only once, but ENOCH
pleased GOD continually!!! What will your Testimony Be? PLEASING GOD MUST
BE OUR TESTIMONY!!!

We are still discussing the locust army; but let us take a look at
REVELATION 9:7:

‘And on their heads were as it were crowns LIKE GOLD.’[Part of
verse 7].

The so-called victory crowns on their heads looks like Gold, but it is not
GOLD! Gold is a very precious metal; and these locust demons wants us to think
that they are precious jewels on the earth; remember, these locust are demonic
spirits. These locusts are the ones that try to prevent people from reaching the
GOLD DIMENSION ON THE EARTH; the Gold Dimension is the TABERNACLE
REALM; they do not want us to Journey to the TABERNACLE DIMENSION on this
earth; these locust tries to prevent you from walking in Victory; the stephanos
wreath is a wreath for MARTYRS; now you know what they like to do to saints:
KILL THEM!!! Their Crowns were like Gold, but they are not GOLD; these locust
are very artificial, fake, and PHONY!!! The deacon Stephen name is in this Crown;
I truly believe that the locust army influence was behind the murder of Stephen;
the influence of the locust army are the ones that prevented MOSES from
entering the TABERNACLE REALM-PROMISE LAND!!! This word GOLD in the
GREEK is the word [CHRUSOS]; but check this out: this word also means a
GREENISH-YELLOWISH GEM; Monica, do you see this? The locust army are the
demonic spirits that work together with CHLOROS-THANATOS; the demonic
angel of death; they work together to kill people SUDDENLY and
UNEXPECTANTLY!!! The base word for GOLD means: TO GIVE AN ORACLE! In
the things of GOD, who give oracles? The answer to that question are apostles,
prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers; these locust enjoy entering men and
women of GOD; causing them to DISTORT the TRUTH of FATHERS WORD with
LIES, DECEPTIONS, and FALSEHOODS! Once the locust possess men and
women of GOD preaching the Word, they feel a great sense of victory against the
CHURCH! If they can possess a preacher to lead people into Great Deception,
they feel a great sense of victory against the Church; LAUGHING OUT LOUD AT
THE CHURCH!!! Please Hear the WORD OF THE LORD People of GOD!!!

Let us take a look at another portion of REVELATION 9:7;

‘And their FACES were as the FACES of MEN.’[Part of verse 7].



These locust demons have faces; and their faces are as MEN; there is
something that you need to know: all heavenly angels are males; and all demonic
spirits are males; they may appear as women, but they are males; this word
FACES deals with COUNTENANCE and PRESENCE; these demons do not want
you to see the face of GOD; they don’t want your countenance to see JESUS;
they will do all they can to stop the TRUE PRESENCE OF GOD from operating
FREELY!!! The reason they have faces of men are because they are full of
Carnality, SICKNESS, and PERVERSION!!!  When they possess a man or woman,
they will make them FULL OF INIQUITY and SEXUAL SINS!!! This locust army will
change the countenance or appearance of a man or woman face to PURE EVIL!!!
When these locust possess a person, you can see the image of the locust in the
people faces; faces was mentioned TWICE in this scripture; these locust are the
ones that brings DIVISION and DISUNITY to THE PEOPLE OF GOD; when the
locust army possess a man or woman, that man or woman becomes FULL of
FLESH and BLOOD; when a man or woman is POSSESSED by the locust army,
they will always desire to walk in the FIRST ADAMIC NATURE; the first adamic
nature is: THE LUST OF THE EYES, HE LUST OF THE FLESH, AND THE PRIDE OF
LIFE; RESIST the influence of the locust army during this five month period!!!
Don’t let their Faces become your faces; the locust army will always lead you to
the PLEASING of your FLESH!!! These locust demon faces change into many
different faces; like I said before, they are shape-shifters!!! These locust changes
into many different faces of men and women. These locust will change their
appearance into many faces to deceive many people all across the world!!! The
locust army are the demons that possess men, so that their minds will think
CORRUPTION, and live their lives REPROBATED!!! I hope that you have learned
TRUTH from this teaching; I am not done with this fifth trumpet; and I am not
done with this locust army; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF
JESUS CHRIST…

PART 20

Praise the LORD People of GOD! How are you doing Saints? I hope that the
LOVE of CHRIST will permeate your entire being; HIS AGAPE IS POWERFUL! But
NOW, it is time for HIS CHURCH to walk in FATHERS LOVE; we must LOVE ONE
ANOTHER; and it should be our desire to LOVE FATHER with ALL our HEARTS,
SOULS, MINDS, EMOTIONS and ATTITUDES; how can we not LOVE FATHER? HE



LOVES US; HE LOVES YOU; FATHER LOVES HIS CHURCH! Please LOVE FATHER
IN RETURN; THE LOVE OF FATHER will stop you from committing suicide; THE
LOVE OF FATHER will cause you to love your enemies; THE LOVE OF FATHER
will allow you to forgive those people that has MISTREATED YOU; THE LOVE OF
GOD will DRAW YOU NEAR UNTO HIM! HIS LOVE WILL SAVE YOUR SOUL from
the OUTER COURT!!! FATHERS LOVE IS ETERNAL! HIS LOVE will PENETRATE
the hearts of the most HARDEST CRIMINALS; OH, my brother, my sister, RUN
toward FATHERS LOVE TODAY!!! Stop Missing HIS LOVE; HIS LOVE IS SO
POWERFUL, HE GAVE HIS LIFE FOR US! Please GIVE your LIFE to THE LORD
JESUS CHRIST RIGHT NOW!!! Confess your sins unto FATHER today, and allow
HIM to penetrate your stony heart with HIS PURE LOVE; HIS LOVE WILL CAUSE
YOU TO REPENT of YOUR SINS; REPENT TODAY! The LORD is PULLING at your
HEART right now; open up your heart, and allow FATHER to come inside of you
and SUP with you; DO IT TODAY my brother! DO IT TODAY my sister!

We have been teaching on the locust army; we are now on part 20; I thank
FATHER for THE REVELATION of JESUS CHRIST! HIS REVELATIONS are so
AMAZING!!! THANK YOU FATHER!!! The number 20 means REDEMPTION; walk in
CHRIST REDEMPTION; CHRIST REDEEMED US FROM THE CURSE OF THE
LAW!!! THE REDEMPTIVE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST has made us FREE from
THE LAW OF SIN and DEATH!!! Redemption is a PROCESS also; allow FATHER to
constantly redeem you day by day, month by month; and YEAR BY YEAR! HIS
REDEMTION will continue to cleanse you, if you continue with HIM! Please
continue with FATHER; don’t throw in the towel saints of GOD; but continue to
walk with your FATHER; and HE will continue to walk with you; let us take a look
at REVELATION 9:8:

‘And THEY had HAIR [as] the HAIR of WOMEN.’[Part 1 of verse 8].

Who are the THEY? Those [They] are the locust demons; their hair are
compared to women; Monica, do you see this? I hope that many of you are seeing
this truth; the locust army are male demons; these demons  have the faces of
men, but the hair of women; this is the perversion of these demons; when these
demons influence or possess a man, they will try to convince that man to change
their appearance and bodies into women; when these demons influence or
possess a woman, they will try to convince that woman to change their natural
appearance and bodies into a man; these are the demons that are behind the
TRANSGENDER transformation; these demons know that if a man or woman
changes their SEXUAL ORGANS into the opposite sex, there is no forgiveness for
that SIN; this will automatically send you into the OUTER COURT! When people



change their sexual organ, they have made themselves an idol god; these people
are telling GOD that he did not know what HE was doing; and by them doing so,
they will play god themselves; to those of you that are in the process of changing
your sexual organs and appearances, PLEASE STOP NOW!!! This is a trick of the
devil and his locust army!!! If you are thinking about doing that, REPENT of that
SIN TODAY!!! Do not allow that thought to LINGER inside of your mind. There are
other demonic spirits behind this TRANSGENDER perversion: belan, pohal,
python, leviathan, and the locust army; they all work together to influence or
possess men and women to TRANSGENDER THEMSELVES; I know that this is
deep here saints of GOD! We are way beyond apples and oranges! We are way
beyond CEREAL and MILK People of GOD! I am serving you FAIR WARNING: THE
LOCUST ARMY WILL BE RELEASED FROM THE BOTTOMLESS PIT SOON!!!
TAKE HEED TO THIS TRUTH!!! These demons are EXTREMELY PERVERSE; now
you know the demons behind TRANSGENDERISM; and these are the same
demons that were here in GENESIS 6; so, that tells me that they were spewing
this perversion even in the days of NOAH; what do you think? Take a look at
ROMANS 1:26, 27:

[26]. ‘For this cause GOD gave them up unto VILE AFFECTIONS: for
even their WOMEN did change the natural use into that which is against
NATURE’: [27]. ‘And LIKEWISE also the MEN, LEAVING the natural use of the
WOMAN, BURNED in their lust one toward another; MEN with MEN working that
which is UNSEEMLY, and receiving in themselves that recompence of their error
which was meet.’

I can see the locust army all in these two verses; the locust army along
with the other demons are the ones behind women burning in lust for other
women; the locust army are the demons behind men burning in lust for other
men; these are the demons behind the spirit of homosexuality, lesbianism, and
TRANSGENDERISM! These demons want men and women to LEAVE, SEPARATE,
and DIVORCE themselves from one another, so that they can burn in LUST for the
same sex; the reason why verse 26 says VILE AFFECTION., because these locust
demons are VILE and NASTY!!! When mankind REFUSE to RETAIN GOD in their
KNOWLEDGE, they will PARTICIPATE in ALL TYPES OF CARNAL, PERVERTED,
and REPROBATED THINGS!!! That same thing that you said you would not do,
YOU WILL END UP DOING THAT EXACT THING EVENTUALLY!!! WHY? They
REFUSE to RETAIN GOD in their KNOWLEDGE! Unfortunately, when these locust
are released from the bottomless pit, SOME WILL DEPART FROM THE FAITH;
make sure your relationship with FATHER is INTACT TODAY; don’t wait until the
locusts are released to REPENT! Give your LIFE to CHRIST TODAY! ALLOW



CHRIST TO BECOME YOUR LIFE TODAY!!! I am not done with this verse; I am not
done with this TRUMPET!!! THE TRUMPET OF GOD IS BLOWING and SOUNDING
TONIGHT!!! TAKE HEED TO THE SHOFAR OF GOD!!! DO NOT IGNORE THIS
SHOFAR WORD/MESSAGE!!! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF
JESUS CHRIST.

PART 21

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that you are growing inside of
JESUS CHRIST; I pray that the WORD OF GOD is changing your life; allow the
WORD of GOD to penetrate your hearts; JESUS CHRIST is THE WORD of GOD!
Allow JESUS CHRIST into your HEARTS TODAY! Don’t keep putting FATHER on
your back burner; are you tired of living a meaningless life? If you want your life
to have meaning, please GIVE your life to THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; do it
TODAY! DO IT TODAY!  Please COME to THE LORD JESUS CHRIST; if you are
tired of living a life of sin, REPENT of your sins, and GIVE your life to THE LORD
JESUS CHRIST TODAY! If you are tired of being unhappy, PLEASE give your life
to THE LORD JESUS CHRIST TODAY!!! True Happiness will only come THROUGH
THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!!! ONLY CHRIST can make you COMPLETE!!! No Man
or Woman can make you complete; ONLY CHRIST CAN COMPLETE YOU!!! Give
CHRIST a CHANCE to change your life COMPLETELY!!!
HE will MAKE YOUR BODY, SOUL, and SPIRIT COMPLETE!!! This is your hour to
give FATHER your life TODAY!!! DO IT NOW, my brother, and my sister! What are
you waiting on?

The FIFTH TRUMPET is TRULY SOUNDING! Respond to the call of FATHERS
TRUMPETS!!! Open up your ears to the SOUND of the TRUMPETS of GOD; I can
hear them LOUD and CLEAR!!! CAN YOU People of GOD? Sin will cause any of
us to have an invitation to the OUTER COURT! It is time to say YES to THE
TRUMPET MESSAGES OF GOD, and allow FATHERS TRUMPETS TO CHANGE
YOUR LIVES!!! Do not DISREGARD the TRUTH OF GODS WORD!!! Take a look at
REVELATION 9:8:

‘And they had HAIR as the HAIR of women.’[Part 1 of verse 8].



Our hair is not just regular hair; but our hair is SYMBOLIC of COVERING;
ask yourself this question; WHO IS YOUR COVERING? Is God your COVERING,
or is man your COVERING? will you give GOD the glory, or will you continue to
glory in man? Is Father first on your list, or is Bishop [fill in the blank] first on
your list? This locust army will be influencing people to teach weak minded
believers that man is their covering and shelter; but can I ask you a question? If a
man or woman is your covering, how often can you call your spiritual leader to
talk with, or to pray for you? Can you call them 24-7? I don’t think so; but JESUS
EVER LIVETH to make INTERCESSION for US!!! Allow CHRIST to be your
COVERING! When we place men as our covering, we are telling FATHER that HIS
COVERING is not good enough! THAT IS BLASPHEMY!!! The hair covers our
HEAD; and CHRIST IS THE HEAD OF THE BODY; CHRIST IS THE HEAD OF THE
CHURCH!! Can no man or woman COVER you like THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!!!
Also, HEAD is symbolic of AUTHORITY! Christ is supposed to be OUR
AUTHORITY; Christ is supposed to be our HEADSHIP; but how can HE be our
AUTHORITY, when we put men and women as our authority? BLASPHEMY! We
should be ashamed of ourselves; if you have been placing men and women
preachers as your covering, it is TIME TO REPENT of that MESS! REPENT RIGHT
NOW!!! MAKE JESUS CHRIST YOUR COVERING before the locust army is
released from the bottomless pit; the locust army will influence and possess men
and women with this Carnal teaching on a greater level; they did this before; and I
will prove it with a short portion of this verse: GENESIS 6:5: ‘EVERY
IMAGINATION OF THE THOUGHTS OF HIS HEART WAS ONLY EVIL
CONTINUALLY.’

When you make man or woman your covering, you are saying that this man
or woman is your god!!! BLASPHEMY!!! When you see this word IMAGINATION, it
deals with something in particular; that something in particular is the word
IMAGE; you have made that man or woman a GRAVEN IMAGE in your MIND or
HEART; this graven image is your god; and this is the scheme and plot of the
locust army: THEY WANT YOU TO MAKE MAN your god; thus causing you to
walk away from the TRUE GOD; and HIS NAME IS JESUS!!! I REPEAT, GET BACK
TO ALLOWING CHRIST TO BE YOUR COVERING; Father is not pleased with this
Man Covering ME MESS!!! REPENT OF THIS SIN TODAY; Do not Repent two
weeks from now, but REPENT to FATHER TODAY!!! Take a look at REVELATION
9:8[part 2 of verse]:

‘And their TEETH were as the TEETH of LIONS.’



Wifey, I just saw this the other day; by the Spirit of the Lord; these locust
have lions teeth; in other words, they have TEETH like shachal; shachal is a
demonic spirit in the book of Daniel; [please read the teachings on the Beast from
the Sea]; these demonic locusts team up with shachal; and shachal job is to put
people’s mind in SHACKLES; and the locust army are strong hold demons., and
they also enjoy placing people’s mind into GREAT BONDAGE and OPPRESSION;
the locust army likes to devour and eat people up with their teeth; they will also
devour on other dead demons; they are CANNIBALS; these locust use their teeth
to CLAMP DOWN upon peoples MIND; causing your IMAGINATION to ALWAYS
THINK EVIL CONTINUALLY!!! Saints, let your MINDS stay INSIDE CHRIST JESUS
CONTINUALLY!!! Let this mind be in you which was also in CHRIST JESUS!!! I
just had to repeat that unto you; shachal and the locusts work together;
especially during the months of MAY-SEPTEMBER; shachal looks like a lion; and
shachal is a great deceiver; he wants you to think that he is the true lion from the
tribe of Judah; but THE LORD JESUS CHRIST IS THE TRUE AND ONLY LION
FROM THE TRIBE OF JUDAH!!! [REVELATION 5:5]. Don’t be DUPED by these
antichrist demons; shachal was inside of Nebuchadnezzar, and he thought that
he was a god; so much so, he [Nebuchadnezzar], wanted every man and woman
to worship him at the sound of the music playing; I will leave you hungry with this
teaching; I am not done with the fifth trumpet teaching; oh yes, THE TRUMPETS
OF GOD ARE BLOWING LOUD AND CLEAR!!! I CAN HEAR YOU FATHER!!!
THANK YOU SO MUCH FATHER!!! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE
OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 22

Praise the LORD People of GOD; how are you doing in your personal walk
with the LORD? I truly hope that you are growing and maturing inside of FATHER;
allow FATHERS LIGHT to SHINE on your body, soul, and spirit; JESUS IS THE
LIGHT OF THE WORLD! Allow HIM to COVER you with HIS PRECIOUS LIGHT;
FATHER is waiting for US to WALK, TALK, and LIVE inside of HIS GLORIOUS
LIGHT TODAY; don’t wait to shine in HIS LIGHT, but WALK in HIS LIGHT RIGHT
NOW! Are you tired of being outside of FATHERS LIGHT? Run to HIS LIGHT
TODAY; Give your life to FATHER, and HE will POUR HIS LIFE into you; HE will do
it today! Ask HIM to SAVE YOU, SANCTIFY YOU, and FILL you with HIS SPIRIT
TODAY!!! PLEASE DO NOT WALK AWAY FROM HIS LIGHT!!! JESUS LIGHT will
PENETRATE your entire Being; only CHRIST LIGHT and HIS POWER will
comprehend and DESTROY the power of darkness!!!



We have been teaching on the fifth trumpet for a while, but it is time to
move on inside of FATHERS TRUTH; take a look at REVELATION 9:9:

‘And they had BREASTPLATES, as it were BREASTPLATES of iron;
[part 1 of verse].

These locust have breastplates; why do they have breastplates? They have
breastplates because these demons are equipped for spiritual warfare; they are
stronghold demons, and they make it very difficult for themselves to be
penetrated during spiritual warfare; breastplates are designed to cover up the
HEART and LUNGS; these demons are assigned by Satan to penetrate our
HEARTS; our heart is comprised of: our understanding, attitude, emotions,
mindset, and comprehension toward GOD; and the locust army will be released to
attack our HEARTS; but it is time to put on our BREASTPLATES SAINTS OF GOD;
their job is to penetrate our HEARTS, so that our focus is no longer on THE LORD
JESUS CHRIST; the locust have breastplates to counteract our prayers against
them; but this is why we have to put on FATHERS BREASTPLATE; also, the
breastplates are designed to protect both sides ; from the neck to the middle of
the torso; the locust army like to throw FIERY DARTS toward the NECK REGION
of men and women; they even like to throw FIERY DARTS at your natural heart to
cause a man or woman to have HEART ATTACKS; take a look at EPHESIANS
6:14:

‘And HAVING on the BREASTPLATE of RIGHTEOUSNESS.’ [Part 2 of
verse].

And having; we must continue to HAVE on the BREASTPLATE of CHRIST
RIGHTEOUSNESS; in order for us to be victorious inside of CHRIST, we must
walk in RIGHT STANDING WITH FATHER CONTINUALLY!!! Fathers Breastplate
will protect your Heart from this locust army; Fathers Breastplate will thwart off
the FIERY DARTS OF the wicked ones; and part of the wicked ones are the locust
army; when the saints of GOD put on the Breastplate of Righteousness, we are
PUTTING ON THE LORD JESUS; and don’t put CHRIST on ONCE, but put HIM on
CONTINUALLY!!! The locust army will not be defeated by PART TIME SAINTS
playing with FATHER; but they will be defeated by saints of GOD that are
SERIOUS about the THINGS OF FATHER., THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR
LORD!!!  The locust army likes to Penetrate the Lungs; the Lungs have BREATH
inside of them; and Breath is symbolic of THE PNEUMA; and Pneuma is THE
SPIRIT OF THE LORD; the locust army are the demons that likes to cut off the
MOVE of the HOLY SPIRIT; the locust army are the ones who like to cause people



to BLASPHEME, GRIEVE, or QUENCH THE HOLY SPIRIT; these demons are the
ones that ushers in a COUNTERFEIT move of the HOLY SPIRIT., in church
buildings and other organizations; also, the locusts are the ones that ATTACKS
people natural lungs; causing people to have trouble breathing; but if you keep
WALKING IN HIS BREASTPLATE of RIGHTEOUSNESS, the locust army will not
penetrate your SPIRITUAL BODY ARMOR!!!  Please check out I THESSALONIANS
5:8:

‘Putting on the BREASTPLATE of FAITH and LOVE;’ [part of verse 8].

Saints of God, there is another BREASTPLATE: FAITH and LOVE!!! Don’t
just have FAITH in GOD, but WE MUST BE FULLY PERSUADED about OUR LORD
and SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST!!! If you are not walking in the TRUE FAITH OF
CHRIST, the locust army will have a FIELD DAY on you! The locust desires to
cause US to walk in UNBELIEF toward GOD; they want to take away OUR FAITH
IN GOD!!! CONTINUE TO WALK WITH THE SHIELD OF FAITH; and by doing so,
the LOCUST ARMY WILL BE DEFEATED BY THE REDEMPTIVE BLOOD OF JESUS
CHRIST!!! In order for FATHER to use us against these locust, our FAITH MUST
BE STRONG IN THE LORD!!! FAITH and LOVE must work together; when we walk
in the LOVE OF GOD inside of CHRIST JESUS, we will NOT be DEFEATED by the
locust army; the LOVE OF GOD is ARMOR against the locust; they want to take
away the saints LOVE toward FATHER and mankind; but if we allow these locust
to take away our LOVE, then we are opened for wormwood to enter us; but do not
allow that to happen to you PEOPLE of GOD; CONTINUE TO WALK IN FATHERS
LOVE., REGARDLESS OF WHO YOUR ENEMIES ARE; I am not done with this
verse; and I am not done with this TRUMPET; for the TRUMPETS are MESSAGES
or SERMONS that must be PREACHED throughout the earth!!! GROW IN GRACE
AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST. PLEASE CONTINUE TO PUT ON
FATHERS FAITH AND LOVE; THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD!!!



PART 23

Praise the LORD People of THE LORD JESUS CHRIST! I hope that you are
enjoying the TEACHINGS of FATHERS WORD; allow HIS WORD to SATURATE
you; allow HIS WORD to COVER you; continue to stay in Prayer; continue to talk
to your FATHER; you will never get to know HIM, if you do not communicate with
HIM; how can you say that you are close to FATHER, but you never get around to
talk to FATHER? If you do not have a prayer life, then your prayers will not AVAIL
much; if you show me a man or woman that prays, I will show you a man or
woman that KNOWS GOD; communication is VITAL in our relationship with
FATHER; we must keep our line of communication open with our FATHER; if you
want to know your destiny, COMMUNICATE with FATHER, and HE will REVEAL
your destiny inside of HIM; FATHER loves when you CHAT with HIM; HE wants to
hear from you TODAY; you don’t have to go to a church building to PRAY to your
FATHER; but designate certain times to TALK to HIM; HE WILL MEET YOU
WHERE YOU ARE!!! Tell HIM how much you love HIM; tell HIM how you feel about
HIM; don’t talk to FATHER just to get a new car; don’t talk to HIM because you
need a new job., but talk to HIM because YOU GENUINELY LOVE HIM; FOR HE
LOVES YOU MAN, WOMAN of GOD; you know what to do., DO IT TODAY!!!

It is time for Us to become a Part of FATHERS PRIESTHOOD., Sons and
Daughters of Zadok, it is time to RISE UP and Be a part of FATHERS HEAVENLY
PRIESTHOOD; become a member TODAY!! We have been teaching on the locust
army, and we will keep moving forward with this teaching, in THE MIGHTY NAME
OF JESUS! Please take a look at REVELATION 9:9:

‘And the SOUND of their wings was as the SOUND of chariots of
many horses running to battle.’

The Sound is not the Sound of a Rushing Mighty Wind; the locust army
likes to usher in a Pseudo Wind; the only sound they will usher in is the sound of
False Teachings; the locust army wants Us to think that they are the ones that
Usher in the Spirit of God, but remember: the locust army are demonic spirits;
they work for Satan; their wings are used for INTIMIDATION; their sound is to
bring in FEAR; but PERFECT LOVE CAST OUT ALL FEAR! The locust army
attacks SOUND DOCTRINE; they usher in doctrines of devils and seducing
spirits; the locust army attacks SOUND WORDS; the locust army wants you to



think that they are blowing the trumpets of God, but FATHERS MESSENGERS are
BLOWING THE TRUMPETS OF JESUS CHRIST!! The only trumpets that the locust
army blows are DECEPTION, GREAT DECEPTION!!!  Take a look at EZEKIEL 10:5:
[YOU NEED TO SEE THIS]!!!

‘And the SOUND of the cherubim’s’ WINGS was HEARD even to the
OUTER COURT, as the voice of the ALMIGHTY GOD when he speaketh.’

The sound of the locust army wants you to think that they are the
cherubim’s; and the cherubim’s are the HEAVENLY ANGELS; but if you are
hearing the Sound of the locust army instead of FATHERS VOICE, the locust will
lead you to THE OUTER COURT; the locust army sole intention is to lead you to
live in the OUTER COURT., BOTH NATURALLY and SPIRITUALLY!!! DO NOT
LISTEN TO THE SOUND OF THE LOCUST ARMY WINGS; THEY WILL LEAD YOU
INTO THE OUTER COURT!!! There is an OUTER COURT, and when you are
walking in the OUTER COURT, you will not HEAR THE VOICE OF ALMIGHTY
GOD!!! ARE you LISTENING PEOPLE OF GOD? ARE YOU HEARING WHAT THE
SPIRIT OF THE LORD IS SAYING UNTO HIS CHURCH? In verse 4 of Ezekiel
Chapter 10, the GLORY of the LORD is mentioned; the locust army wants the
CHURCH to fall prey to their PSEUDO GLORY; how can demons usher in the
SHEKINAH of GOD? They CANNOT PRODUCE THE TRUE GLORY OF GOD!!!
Don’t be DECEIVED BY THE LOCUST ARMY., because they will LEAD and GUIDE
you into the OUTER COURT., where there is WEEPING and GNASHING of teeth!!!
Desire to HEAR FATHERS VOICE!!! Become a part of the HEAVENLY NATURE OF
GOD TODAY!!! The locust army desires to block the voice of the ALMIGHTY GOD
from your ears; DO NOT ALLOW THEM TO DO THAT TO YOU!!! The locust army
are well organized, but the CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST ARE STILL WARRING
AGAINST ONE ANOTHER!!! How do we expect to defeat the locust army, if we
OURSELVES CANNOT WALK IN UNITY??? IT IS TIME FOR FATHERS CHURCH TO
COME TOGETHER IN THE NAME OF JESUS!!! The locust army wants you to
follow them to the OUTER COURT!!! Today, IT IS TIME TO FOLLOW JESUS
CHRIST!!! FOLLOW CHRIST TODAY!!!

The locust sounds like CHARIOTS; they sound like chariots because these
demons are VERY SWIFT!!! They are well prepared because they are WARFARE
demons; they enjoy doing battle against Mankind; these locust run swift inside
the MINDS of MANY PEOPLE., causing them to perform all types of
PERVERSIONS; you think that leviathan is nasty, the locust army are  nastier than
them; they can and WILL BE DEFEATED THROUGH THE REDEMPTIVE BLOOD
OF JESUS CHRIST!!! THE WORD OF GOD WILL BURN UP THE ENTIRE locust



army!!! THE SPIRIT OF GOD will CUT OFF THE HEADS of the locust army!!! Do
not listen to the sound of the locust army wings!!! But listen, wait, pray, and
HEAR the SOUND OF THE RUSHING MIGHTY WIND BLOWING IN YOUR
HEARTS!!! Horses are symbolic of strength, and a military campaign; the locust
army are prepared to battle men and women of GOD; men and women of GOD, IT
IS TIME TO PREPARE YOURSELVES TO DO BATTLE AGAINST the locust army;
CONTINUE TO PUT ON THE WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD because the locust are
RUNNING; they run because they are FAST; and the locust do not RUN only one
time, but they are always in the process of RUNNING continually! But it is time for
FATHERS CHURCH to KEEP RUNNING UNTO JESUS!!! If you stop RUNNING for
CHRIST, then the locust army will run you down; RUN TO JESUS CHRIST
TODAY!!! RUN, I SAY RUN UNTO JESUS CHRIST., and JESUS CHRIST WILL
CATCH YOU, AND HE WILL LOVE YOU!!!  Let us pray:

Father, we pray that this teaching will not fall on deaf ears; help us to keep
running unto you; allow your WORD to PENETRATE the HEARTS of YOUR
PEOPLE., and allow your SPIRIT to FILL THEM UP COMPLETELY, causing your
WORD to be DOWNLOADED INSIDE OF THEM., Father, PREPARE US TO DO
BATTLE AGAINST THE LOCUST ARMY; do not allow us to walk in Fear., but allow
your PERFECT LOVE to CAST OUT ALL FEAR; we say YES to you LORD JESUS;
WE GIVE OUR LIVES UNTO YOU FATHER; please continue to COVER US by the
POWER of your REDEMPTIVE BLOOD., in YOUR NAME JESUS WE PRAY.,
AMEN!!!

I am not done with this fifth trumpet; I pray that the WORD OF GOD is
IMPACTING and CHANGING your lives continually; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE
KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 24

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope and pray that you are enjoying the
WORD of GOD; allow FATHERS WORD to continue to GROW and MATURE inside
of you; the WORD of GOD is SEED, and in order for that seed to grow, we must
WATER the seed with the WORD OF GOD continually; keep WATERING your seed
today! Do not water the seed because you want to be able to quote many
scriptures; but water the seed because you desire to have a closer
RELATIONSHIP with THE LORD JESUS CHRIST! For JESUS IS THE WORD OF
GOD!!! What good is it for us to be able to quote scriptures, but our Hearts are far
from the THINGS of GOD? Our FATHER is looking for COMMITMENT and



DEDICATION toward HIM; FATHER is seeking for those people that will be
FAITHFUL and TRUE unto HIM; Please DO NOT cheat on HIM because he has
never cheated on you; INFIDELITY against GOD is SIN; and if you keep being
UNFAITHFUL unto FATHER, eventually HE WILL DIVORCE HIMSELF FROM ME,
YOU, and US; some of you will say that Christ is married to the backslider, but HE
did not say that HE was married to an ADULTERER; nor did HE say that HE was
JOINED unto a FORNICATOR; did HE? Be JOINED unto THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST TODAY; do not take off your WEDDING RING when you think that
FATHER IS NOT AROUND; that’s what some of you have been doing: taking off
your ring, especially when you don’t think that your Husband or Wife is not
around; WE, THE CHURCH, are FATHERS BRIDE; keep your ring on AT ALL
TIMES!!! Stay Faithful unto FATHER People of GOD!

We have been teaching on this fifth trumpet; I am so excited about this
teaching; FATHER is preparing us for THINGS TO COME; we must prepare
ourselves constantly; do not fall asleep; it is not time to sleep, but it is time to
AWAKE from your sleep TODAY People of GOD! The locust army are coming;
they are already prepared, and it is time for the CHURCH to get PREPARED to
battle against them, through JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD! They will be released
from the bottomless pit; they will not always reside inside that pit; today is the
day for the Saints of GOD to PREPARE for much WARFARE in the years to come;
DO NOT BE AFRAID!!! For GOD did not give us the SPIRIT of FEAR! Do not be
afraid of this locust army because OUR FATHER is FAR GREATER than these
demonic spirits! AMEN? Let us take a look REVELATION 9:10:

‘And they had TAILS like unto SCORPIONS, and there were STINGS
in their TAILS: [part 1 of verse].’

These locust have tails that look like scorpions; and these demons have
stings in their tails; these demons will use their tails to pierce men and women;
those tails have the same appearance like a scorpion; their tails are not just
spiritual, but their tails are able to attack men and women NATURALLY; these
locust have venom in their tails also; just like a VENOMOUS SNAKE!!! They are
venomous because these demons team up with python and leviathan; once they
are released from the pit, they will partner themselves with those two demonic
entities; their tails are venomous because their god and their leader is a serpent;
the locust army works for Satan, and Satan is their god; they will use their tails to
inject poison into the minds of many people!!! False teachings and GREAT
SEXUAL PERVERSIONS will the locust army inject into the minds of mankind;
and there is something else about the STINGS in their tails; I am about to show



you from scriptures what these stings are; you really need to see this People of
GOD; take a look at I CORINTHIANS 15:55,56:

[55]. ‘O DEATH, where is thy STING? O grave, where is thy victory?
[56]. ‘The STING of DEATH is sin; and the strength of sin is the law.’

The Stings in the locust army TAILS are DEATH!!! They will bring a greater
level of DEATH when they are released from the bottomless pit; the locust army
will bring NATURAL DEATH and SPRITUAL DEATH UNTO MANKIND!!! These
demons are the ones that also likes to PAIR UP with the demonic angel of death,
and his name is Chloros-Thanatos; in these last days, these two demonic entities
will usher in a greater measure of Death; and you may ask why will they be able
to do this? The answer is SIN!!! Mankind will walk in a Massive measure of sin
upon the earth, and these demons will capitalize on the sins of the people; the
locust army carries death inside of their tails because the sting of death is SIN;
these demons will cause many people and believers to walk in the law; people
will be more concerned with walking in TRADITIONALISM more than
RELATIONSHIP with GOD; people will be more comfortable walking in bondage
than walking in the LIBERTIES OF CHRIST., especially when the locust army are
released; mankind will be more at ease walking in the law than walking in the
LAW OF THE SPIRIT OF LIFE., FOR THE LAW OF THE SPIRIT OF LIFE IS INSIDE
OF CHRIST JESUS!!! Mankind will be more conformed to walk in the laws of Man
because of their sins; the laws of man will give the locust army more strength to
keep mankind in Oppression and Bondage; during the time of the fifth trumpet,
the spirit of death is not released at a greater level., but wait until the next trumpet
is SOUNDED., and you will see how things will change People of GOD; take a look
at the second part of REVELATION 9:10:

‘And their POWER was to HURT men FIVE MONTHS.’

These demons will hurt many people for Five Months; and the five Month
period are May through September; they will Spiritually and Naturally hurt
mankind for five Months; these demons will not be released for us to have dinner
with, but they are released to HURT MANKIND; if you are a man or woman that
once knew GOD, please come back to HIM, and re-dedicate your life unto FATHER
TODAY; don’t wait until the locust army are released to REPENT; PLEASE,
PLEASE, PLEASE REPENT TODAY!!! If you are walking around this earth without
CHRIST in your life, YOU DO NOT HAVE THE SEAL OF GOD INSIDE OF YOUR
FOREHEAD!!! If you walked away from FATHER, and you turned your back on
HIM, YOU DID NOT MAINTAIN THE SEAL OF GOD IN YOUR FOREHEAD!!! COME



TO FATHER TODAY, and receive the SEAL OF GOD INSIDE OF YOUR FOREHEAD;
DO IT TODAY PEOPLE OF GOD!!! I am not done with this fifth trumpet teaching;
the fifth trumpet is Blowing right now; take heed to FATHERS TRUMPET!!! GROW
IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

PART 25

Praise the LORD People of GOD! I hope that you are enjoying THE WORD
OF GOD; don’t forget to spend time with FATHER; please make time for HIM;
FATHER should be the most important MAN in your life; why should FATHER be
number two? HE must be FIRST; do not leave home without THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST; put HIM on every day, week, hour, month, and year; PUT ON HIS
HELMET; PUT ON HIS BREASTPLATE; GIRT YOUR LOINS WITH HIS TRUTH;
TAKE HIS SHIELD OF FAITH; CARRY HIS SWORD OF THE SPIRIT; SHOD YOUR
FEET WITH THE PREPARATION OF HIS GOSPEL of PEACE; WEAR HIS GLORY
FOR YOUR REAR GUARD; HAVING DONE ALL TO STAND, STAND INSIDE OF
HIM; FOR JESUS IS OUR PROTECTION; if FATHER is protecting you, how can
you not spend QUALITY TIME WITH HIM? FATHER wants more of US, HIS
CHURCH; how do we expect the Power of God to manifest, but our PRAYER TIME
is NULL and VOID? So, if your Prayer time is null and void with FATHER, DO NOT
EXPECT ANYTHING OR NOTHING [NO THING] FROM GOD! We must Mature in
the things of GOD expeditiously; PLAY CHURCH IS OVER! Let us move on with
the teaching.

We have completed part 25; now we are about to move on to part 26; the
number 26 means Preaching the Gospel; we must get back to preaching THE
GOSPEL OF JESUS; for the GOSPEL of JESUS CHRIST is GOOD NEWS; and the
GOOD NEWS THAT I WOULD LIKE TO SPEAK ON IS THIS: THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST IS GOD; THE LORD JESUS CHRIST IS FATHER; THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST IS THE HOLY SPIRIT; There is no OTHER salvation whereby men must be
SAVED; you can only be SAVED through THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!!! JESUS IS
THE GOOD NEWS!!! PREACH JESUS CHRIST, and HE WILL REVEAL HIMSELF
UNTO YOU; for the book of REVELATION is THE REVELATION OF JESUS
CHRIST!!! FATHER IS REVEALING HIMSELF THROUGH THESE TEACHINGS;
that’s why I love the Book of Revelation because this book REVEALS THE LORD
JESUS CHRIST; let us take a look at REVELATION 9:11:



‘And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless
pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath
his name Apollyon.’

The locust army has a king over them, and his combined name is
Abaddon-Apollyon; this angel is a chief principality demon; and ONE of the
leaders of the church who has authority to warfare against abaddon-apollyon are
chief apostles; chief apostles will do much warfare against abaddon-apollyon
when he is released; this abaddon-apollyon is the same demon that was in
Genesis Chapter 6; abaddon-apollyon, along with the locust army are located in
the region of the BERMUDA TRIANGLE; they are below the water systems in that
region; that’s why there are so many ships, boats, and people are missing
because of those demons in that region; if they are able to cause these things to
happen while they are in the pit, what do you think will happen when they are
released? This scripture says that he is an angel; an angel is a messenger., so if
that is the case, abaddon-apollyon is able to send many messages to those
demons roaming the earth; he is able to send forth his demonic messages
because he is a chief principality demon; and he cannot wait to be released from
the bottomless pit; and if abaddon-apollyon is a messenger, then that also means
that he uses THE MESSAGE of JESUS CHRIST to DECEIVE many people; he uses
THE WORD of GOD to influence the minds of many people to turn away from GOD
also; this demon likes to DISCREDIT the Validity of FATHERS WORD; DO NOT
ALLOW HIS INFLUENCE TO DO THAT TO YOU!

There is something else that you need to know about abaddon-apollyon: he
is very fluent in the Hebrew and Greek Languages; and he will attempt to use that
for his advantage; you have some people that think because they know the
Hebrew and Greek language better than other people, that puts them in a class of
their own; even Jewish rabbis know the Hebrew language very well, but they do
not even believe that JESUS CHRIST is THE MESSIAH; especially the Messiah
that was already here and resurrected from the grave; do not allow the Hebrew
and Greek language to become your god; you can know the Hebrew and Greek
manuscripts, and still not know FATHER;  ask FATHER for balance because
abaddon-apollyon is not impressed with your knowledge of the two languages;
but he will use that against you to SNARE and ENTRAP you; there is something
else that you need to know about this demon., his NAME in the HEBREW
LANGUAGE is ABADDON; his Name is his NATURE; and this abaddon is his
NATURE; PERISHING, DESTRUCTION, and THE PLACE OF DESTRUCTION; now
you have abaddon Hebrew nature; also know this, abaddon-apollyon works hand



in hand with the demonic spirit hades; this word destruction is used only six
times in the Old Testament; this demon is the one that brings destruction upon
mankind; abaddon-apollyon is the opposite of Azriel; abaddon-apollyon desires
to see the earth and MANKIND TOTALLY DESTROYED, so that chaos will Prevail
in the land!!!

There is another part of this angel NATURE., in the GREEK LANGUAGE, his
name is Apollyon; so if his name is Apollyon, then his Nature is: A DESTROYER;
abaddon-apollyon works for Satan; Satan is his god, but abaddon-apollyon is a
DESTROYER-DESTRUCTION angel; Monica, this is not Azriel, but
abaddon-apollyon is a nasty, filthy demonic creature; and when he is released, he
will bring all types of destruction upon the earth, so that people will not have the
opportunity to come unto THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!!! Before I end this teaching,
take a look at PROVERBS 15:11:

‘Hell and Destruction are before the LORD: how much more then the
hearts of the children of men?’

Now you have it saints., hades and abaddon-apollyon works together, but
the LORD JESUS CHRIST sees the BOTH of them; and FATHER is MORE
CONCERNED about OUR HEARTS than those two demons; FATHER WILL
DESTROY abaddon-apollyon COMPLETELY! You are the one on FATHERS MIND;
do not be afraid of these demons because WE have the VICTORY through JESUS
CHRIST OUR LORD!!! I AM DONE WITH THIS FIFTH TRUMPET!!! I hope that you
have been BLESSED by THE WORD of GOD! We are NOT DONE with the other
TRUMPETS; I LOVE YOU ALL!!! GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF
JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.


